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Over the past two decades,
heart disease has decreased in
both sexes and all age groups
except one: young women.
Despite being fit and healthconscious, Emily Swallow has a
condition that puts her at risk.
She enrolled in a Cedars-Sinai
study to understand why.
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CEDARS-SINAI MAINTAINS THE

Cedars-Sinai is a national leader in providing
high-quality, patient-centered healthcare
encompassing primary care as well as specialized
medicine and conducting research that leads to
lifesaving discoveries and innovations. Since its
beginning in 1902, Cedars-Sinai has evolved to
meet the healthcare needs of one of the most
diverse regions in the nation, continually setting
new standards in quality and innovation in
patient care, research, teaching, and community
service. Today, Cedars-Sinai is widely known for
its national leadership in transforming healthcare
for the benefit of patients. Cedars-Sinai impacts
the future of healthcare globally by developing
new approaches to treatment and educating
tomorrow’s physicians and other health
professionals. Cedars-Sinai demonstrates a
longstanding commitment to strengthening the
Los Angeles community through wide-ranging
programs that improve the health of its most
vulnerable residents.

FOLLOWING GOALS FOR BIOMEDICAL
RESEARCH:

• Sustain a program of outstanding biomedical
research, healthcare services, and nursing
research by fostering basic and clinical
investigation in the prevention and causes of
medical illnesses, their pathologic mechanisms
and diagnoses, and the development of cures for
the ailments that afflict our society
• Translate research discoveries appropriately to a
clinical setting
• Provide research training opportunities for
graduate students and professional teaching
programs
• Foster the transition of biomedical discoveries
to the realms of product development, patient
care application, and marketing
• Provide cross-fertilization and interdependent
synergy between the medical center and the
biotechnology industry
• Protect the rights of human and animal subjects

Cedars-Sinai is fully accredited by the
Association for the Accreditation of Human
Research Protection Programs Inc. (AAHRPP)
for assuring protection for human subjects
during research. Cedars-Sinai was the first
institution in California to receive this
designation. AAHRPP is a Washington,
D.C.-based nonprofit organization that uses a
voluntary, peer-driven educational model to
accredit institutions engaged in research
involving human subjects.
Cedars-Sinai does not discriminate against any
person on the basis of race, color, national origin,
disability, age, or sex in admission, treatment, or
participation in its programs, services, and
activities, or in employment. For further
information about this policy, contact the public
civil rights coordinator at 310-423-7972.
Jessica Chou
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NOW IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD.
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L.A.’s best doctors are closer than ever, with locations in more than 20 communities
in the greater Los Angeles area. So whether you’re in need of a simple checkup or
more specialized care, Cedars-Sinai is close by for you and your family.
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10 Innovations to Transform Medicine
in the Next Decade
Self-driving cars, drones, civilian space flight, 3-D printing—these
novelties promise to enhance (or confound) the human experience.
Innovation in medicine races alongside advancement in other fields,
harvesting the best ideas but occupying a lane all its own.
Take the journey with Cedars-Sinai thinkers, doers, and caregivers as
they offer their take on 10 innovations that will reshape our health in the
decade to come.
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S
The common denominator in
this game-changing research is
a passionate and imaginative
drive to advance the cutting
edge of medicine so our
patients always receive
state-of-the-art care.

6 STATS | 13 WHO’S WHO | 15 WORD | 17 GOOD TO KNOW

ince our founding decades ago, scholarly discoveries have
consistently propelled Cedars-Sinai to the forefront of medical
advances. Our culture of bold innovation is stronger today than
ever before. Our trailblazers discovered the role of the kidney in
hypertension, which opened the door to revolutionary and
more effective treatments to manage high blood pressure. They
invented the Swan-Ganz catheter, which made it possible to
measure blood flow and cardiovascular function in cardiac patients right at
the bedside. One pioneer surgeon creatively adapted technology to perform
minimally invasive endoscopic and laparoscopic procedures, enabling
patients to recover faster with less pain.
Cedars-Sinai investigators continue to lead progress in the treatment of
heart disease, brain disorders, cancer, digestive diseases, and other conditions. The remarkable field of regenerative medicine is a particularly exciting
frontier in which our scientists are using stem-cell-based therapies to heal the
human heart as well as develop new treatments for neurodegenerative
disorders, cancer, and stroke.
We also are making strides toward a cure for retinitis pigmentosa, one of
the most common causes of blindness, by literally rewriting the genetic code
to repair the mutation that leads to this degenerative eye disease. Another
promising breakthrough involving stem cells and gene therapy could enable
fractured bones to regenerate, sparing patients from painful bone grafts. Our
imaging experts are developing novel techniques that make it possible to
diagnose disease earlier and more accurately—including integrating MRI
and positron emission tomography methods for rapid 3- and 4-D imaging of
the heart and blood vessels.
The future also is taking shape in the Cedars-Sinai Accelerator Powered by
Techstars, where we provide mentoring and resources to speed bringing
innovative new healthcare technologies to market. The value-based, efficient,
and effective startup companies in our incubator improve patient outcomes
by creating new ways to deliver cures while enabling patients to partner in
their own care.
In this issue of Discoveries, you will read about some of the latest innovations that could lead to better diagnoses, treatments, and quality of life. The
common denominator in this game-changing research is a passionate and
imaginative drive to advance the cutting edge of medicine so our patients
always receive state-of-the-art care.
We are grateful to our visionaries, are proud of their history-making legacy,
and are excited about the future our innovators are crafting today.

Coffee
to Go

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
DEAN OF THE MEDICAL FACULTY
HELENE A. AND PHILIP E. HIXON DISTINGUISHED CHAIR IN INVESTIGATIVE MEDICINE
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Shlomo Melmed, MD

If you ever need intestinal, bowel, or major
abdominal surgery, you will remain an inpatient
until you can effectively use your digestive
system. Yes, in order to be released from the
hospital, you will need to, ahem, release pressure
first. To safely hasten this process, colorectal
surgeon Yosef Nasseri, MD, is testing the
obvious: He’s giving coffee to postoperative
patients.
His study aims to determine whether drinking
coffee—which previous research has shown
stimulates colonic activity in numerous ways—can
reduce the recovery time for gastrointestinal
function. He also is investigating whether coffee
could shorten hospital stays and even decrease early
postoperative complications.
Other scientists have pursued similar stimulators.
“Various studies tested chewing gum because it fools
the brain into thinking the bowel should be moving,”
Nasseri says. However, no U.S.-based study has
investigated coffee.
Nasseri’s team will enroll 120 patients, giving a
third of them caffeinated coffee three times per day.
Another third will receive decaf, while the control
group will drink warm water.
If the study yields reproducible results, Nasseri aims
to update bowel recovery protocols that he authors as a
leader in the American Society of Colon and Rectal
Surgeons.
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Young
at Heart

Diabetes
Disparity

Specialized Stem Cells May
Have Potential to Reverse
Cardiac Aging

Genetic Differences Might Drive
Diabetes Development

Wonder drugs can transform lives when they manage
to migrate out of the lab and into the medicine cabinet.
But most new devices and medications don’t make it
through the years of rigorous testing required to gain
FDA approval. Cedars-Sinai investigators tread the
research path from idea to reality. Here, numbers tell
the story of that difficult journey, and show how critical
it is for more people to participate in clinical trials.

6
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“This finding helps us understand the disease better,” says
Goodarzi, the Eris M. Field Chair in Diabetes Research. “As
studies delve deeper and we learn more about insulin clearance, new treatments may be on the horizon.”
Today, patients manage diabetes with medication, lifestyle
changes, and insulin therapy—which may continue to be the
right course for many. But for those whose diabetes is at least
partially caused by genetic clearance disorders, treatments that
help the liver purge insulin might make a big difference.
Both researchers caution that genetics provides only part of
the answer. “Lifestyle matters, and Type 2 diabetes results from
the interplay between genes and environment,” Goodarzi says.

90 4
percent of potential drugs fail
to gain FDA approval

percent of U.S.
cancer patients
join clinical trials

Richard Mia

STATS : CLINICAL TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS

The fountain of youth
may be a myth, but a
new Cedars-Sinai study
presents the prospect
that one very important
organ might ultimately
be rejuvenated: the
heart.
“Our previous
laboratory studies and
human clinical trials
have shown promise in
treating heart failure
using cardiac stem cell
infusions,” says
Eduardo Marbán, MD,
PhD, director of the
Smidt Heart Institute,
the Mark Siegel Family
Foundation Distinguished Chair, and the
study’s senior investiga-

Davide Bonazzi

Diabetes disproportionately affects African-Americans and
Mexican-Americans, with rates as high as 13 and 14 percent,
respectively, compared to 7 percent for non-Latino whites.
Lifestyle factors and insulin resistance play major roles in Type
2 diabetes, but could other genetic and physiological causes
explain the discrepancy?
In a recent study, investigators at the Sports Spectacular
Diabetes and Obesity Wellness and Research Center at
Cedars-Sinai found that African-Americans have more trouble
with hepatic insulin clearance—the rate at which the liver
removes insulin from the system—than other populations. To
eliminate lifestyle as a potential cause, the team also studied
results obtained from African-American children. The data was
clear: “We saw the same thing in children, which suggests that
trouble with insulin clearance is likely genetic,” says Richard
Bergman, PhD, the center’s director and the Alfred Jay
Firestein Chair in Diabetes Research.
Mark Goodarzi, MD, PhD, director of Endocrinology,
Diabetes and Metabolism, noticed the same phenomenon in a
separate study. Using data collected from more than 2,000
Mexican-American adults, his team concluded that genetically
driven problems with insulin clearance could be one reason
why Type 2 diabetes is more common in this population.

tor. “Now we find that
these specialized stem
cells could turn out to
reverse problems
associated with aging of
the heart.”
Marbán’s team
injected cardiac-derived
stem cells from
newborn animals into
elderly ones. The
scientists then compared the hearts of
injected older animals
with a placebo group
(no stem cell injection),
and a young, healthy
group.
Older animals
receiving cell injections
showed anti-aging
effects that were

evident in improved
heart function, longer
heart cell telomeres
(protective “caps” on
chromosomes that
shorten with age),
enhanced exercise
capacity of nearly 20
percent, and increased
rate of hair regrowth
after shaving, compared with placebo.
“We are optimistic,
but have much to

study, including
whether it is preferable
for cardiac-derived
stem cells to come
from a younger donor
to have these rejuvenating effects,” says
Lilian GrigorianShamagian, MD, PhD,
the study’s lead author
and a postdoctoral
research fellow at
Cedars-Sinai.

Disclosure: Marbán
devised the process while
on faculty at Johns
Hopkins University and
developed it at CedarsSinai. Capricor Therapeutics licensed relevant
intellectual property from
Cedars-Sinai for clinical
and commercial
development, and
Cedars-Sinai and
Marbán have financial
interests in the company.

68 40,835 50
percent increase in active clinical
trials at Cedars-Sinai over five years

Americans enrolled in clinical
trials in 2016—only .01 percent
of the population

percent of treatments are found
ineffective in the last stage of testing
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Medical Monsters
No one wants exposure to the Zika virus, flesh-eating bacteria,
or scorpion venom—except scientists who are using these terrifying
threats to develop cures and treatments for a host of ailments.
MONSTER:

DEATHSTALKER
SCORPION
VENOM
WHY IT’S FEARED
The name “deathstalker” sums up the
neurotoxin’s danger to
prey and people.

T:60p0

Trust the orthopaedic care the pros choose.
At the Cedars-Sinai Kerlan-Jobe Institute, the
same doctors who take care of L.A.’s professional
athletes are the same ones who treat you.
Visit one of our many locations across
Southern California.

TEAM DOCTORS FOR:

Getty Images

1-800-CEDARS-1
cedars-sinai.org/sportsmedicine
Most insurance plans accepted.

WHAT IT’S HELPING
A harmless version of
the venom is being
used in clinical trials
to illuminate braintumor cells during
surgery.

B:60p0

S:60p0

TREATING
YOU LIKE
WE TREAT JT.

HOW IT’S HELPING
Cedars-Sinai investigators employ an
imaging system that
uses a protein derived
from the venom to
“paint” brain tumor
cells, enabling
surgeons to avoid
healthy issue while
removing malignancies. The scientists
tested the investigational agent in an
early phase clinical
trial and identified a
safe dose for humans.

MONSTER:

STREPTOCOCCUS
PYOGENES
(FLESH-EATING
BACTERIA)
WHY IT’S FEARED
These bacteria can
cause necrotizing
fasciitis, a skin
infection that spreads
quickly, kills the
body’s soft tissues,
and is fatal in 40
percent of cases.
WHAT IT’S HELPING
Flesh-eating bacteria
create an enzyme that
can help patients
avoid organ rejection
after kidney transplants.

HOW IT’S HELPING
Treating kidneytransplant patients
with a drug derived
from this enzyme
significantly reduced
antibodies that cause
organ failure. In a
study at the CedarsSinai Comprehensive
Transplant Center, the
drug helped transplants to succeed in
24 of 25 cases.

transmitted to
pregnant women
through mosquito
bites.
WHAT IT’S HELPING
The virus may yield
treatments for brain
tumors.
HOW IT’S HELPING
Zika kills brain cells
as they divide—a

disaster for embryos,
which depend on cell
division to develop.
But because tumors
are the main driver of
cell division in adults,
this targeting process
could facilitate better
brain cancer treatments. Based on lab
research showing the
virus’ ability to kill
brain-tumor cells, a
team of Cedars-Sinai
investigators in the
Department of
Neurosurgery is
designing an early
clinical trial.

MONSTER:
ZIKA VIRUS
WHY IT’S FEARED
Zika threatens babies’
cognitive development after the virus is

5
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Filed to Memory

Scale
Tips

New Study Aims to Reveal Secrets of Brain Circuitry and Decision-Making
To unlock secrets of one of the mind’s most mysterious and
important functions—how memories are forged and recalled—
Cedars-Sinai investigators are sketching a dynamic picture of
the brain. It will, for the first time, show how individual cells and
complex neural circuits interact in both time and space.
“The long-term goal is to enable development of new treatments that combat the devastating effects of memory disorders
like Alzheimer’s disease,” says lead investigator Ueli Rutishauser,
PhD, director of Human Neurophysiology Research.
The large-scale study led by Cedars-Sinai aims to elucidate each
step in the brain’s process of forming and retrieving short-term
and long-term memories, and how those recollections influence
day-to-day decision-making.
To gather the data, scientists will record activity of individual
neurons in different parts of the brain using small electrodes

inserted into brain implants in patients undergoing surgical
treatment for drug-resistant epilepsy. Investigators will use this
data to develop a detailed understanding of the neural networks
behind declarative memory—the conscious recollection of
learned information.
“This work relies on a very rare patient population,” notes coinvestigator Adam N. Mamelak, MD, director of the Functional
Neurosurgery Program. “To advance the field, we need to establish multicenter collaborations to pool data and obtain more
robust information more quickly.”
Boston Children’s Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Johns
Hopkins, and the University Health Network in Toronto have
joined Cedars-Sinai in this memorable effort. The work is supported by the National Institutes of Health’s Brain Initiative,
which aims to revolutionize understanding of the human brain.

Antibacterial Warfare

10
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Benedetto Cristofani

Neil Webb

Scientists Forge Path to More Effective Staph Vaccines
For years, medical investigators have tried and
failed to develop vaccines for the deadly superbug methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA). But a new study at Cedars-Sinai shows
how the staph cells evade the body’s immune system, offering a clearer picture of how a successful
vaccine might work.
MRSA is one of the highest antibiotic-resistant
threats in the U.S., accounting for more than
11,000 deaths per year, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. It is a
particular problem for hospitalized patients whose
immune systems could be weakened by illness.
“Widespread MRSA infections have prompted
routine use of what were once last-line antibiotics, and this is worsening the antibiotic resistance
problem,” says pediatric infectious diseases physician George Liu, MD, PhD, co-lead author of the
study.
When exposed to illness-causing bacteria, the

body typically fights them off and then “memorizes” the effective response for future use. But
some may suffer from repeated staph infections
without ever developing a robust protective immune response.
The study, using animal models, clarifies that
staph bacteria contain an enzyme that prevents
the cell wall from degrading, shielding it from
detection by the body. Staph tricks the immune
system such that T cells—white blood cells that
fight infection—fail in their memorization task,
opening the door to reinfection.
When scientists removed the protective enzyme
from staph cell walls, the infection was detected,
sparking a robust immune response that protected
against reinfection.
While most attempts to create a staph vaccine
have focused on stimulating antibodies, this study
suggests that harnessing the body’s T cells could be
a more successful path.

A common tool for
preventing bedsores
also can predict
recovery rates for liver
transplant recipients,
according to CedarsSinai investigators.
“We’ve made
advances in liver
transplantation so
that people can live
longer than ever.
However, we have had
no good way to assess
whether patients will
maintain a healthy
lifestyle after transplant
or be able to avoid
disability,” says Vinay
Sundaram, MD,
assistant medical director of Liver Transplantation and the study’s
principal investigator.
“This tool can help us
predict future health
and take preventive
measures.”
For the research,
published in Liver
Transplantation, the
scientists reviewed
records from CedarsSinai and the Oregon
Health & Science
University using the
Braden Scale, which
rates patients on their
activity level, mobility,
nutrition, and other
measures of frailty.
The findings could
help doctors identify
which patients should
receive physical therapy
or other targeted
interventions. More
than 7,000 liver
transplantations are
performed each year in
the U.S.
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The Cure Seeker

Slide tackles.

NAME:

Scoring goals.

Heather L. McArthur, MD

Medical Director, Breast Oncology, Samuel Oschin
Comprehensive Cancer Institute, Cedars-Sinai
breast cancer foe, global research doyenne,
work-life balance agnostic

And getting fouled.
Bad calls.

COMMON CONDITION

Free kicks.
Dropping back.
And wearing out.
Headers that miss.
Penalty kicks that don’t.
And going home with a win.

B:60p0

S:60p0

T:60p0

In the ninety-third minute.

One in eight women
(and 1 in 1,000 men)
will be diagnosed with
invasive breast cancer in
their lifetime. Heather L.
McArthur, MD, will not
rest until she has
pushed her field as
close to a cure as
humanly—and
scientifically—possible.
“The potential for
impact in breast
oncology is tremendous,” she says. “Seeing
so many young women
being diagnosed stirs
me to want to make
their outlook better.”

PIONEER WOMAN
McArthur was the lead
investigator on the first
research effort to apply
immune-boosting
strategies with curative
intent in breast cancer.
Since that endeavor
launched in 2011, other
investigators have
embraced the approach
and studies have
proliferated. McArthur
now leads related clinical
trials at Cedars-Sinai
that have a global
impact.

Welcome back.

Trust the orthopaedic care the pros choose.
At the Cedars-Sinai Kerlan-Jobe Institute,
the same doctors who take care of L.A.’s
professional athletes are the same ones
who treat you.
Visit one of our many locations across
Southern California.

TRAINING DAY

TEAM DOCTORS FOR:

Al Cuizon

1-800-CEDARS-1
cedars-sinai.org/sportsmedicine
Most insurance plans accepted.

“Breast cancer biology is
unique to each person. A
woman’s tumor has its
own distinctive features,
including gene mutation
profiles,” she says.
Immune therapy can
exploit these tumor-

specific biological
markers by priming
immune cells to
recognize them.
McArthur’s approach
focuses on training the
immune system to
“remember” women’s
tumor-specific
information—so if a
patient’s cancer returns,
her body can eradicate it.

DIVIDE AND
CONQUER
Cancer cells are expert
at hiding from the
immune system, but
studies show that
destroying a tumor
exposes it, activating
critical tumor-specific
immune cells. McArthur
and her colleagues
demolish tumor tissue
with radiation or
cryoablation (freezing)
to break it down into
tiny fragments that are
more easily digested by
the immune system.
Cedars-Sinai investigators are studying the
combination of
destructive methods
with immune therapy to
deliver a one-two
punch to tumors. “We
believe strongly that,
with these innovative
strategies, we can bring
long-term immunity to
patients with breast
cancer,” McArthur says.

NO OFF SWITCH
“It’s a tremendous honor
and a privilege to be

brought into someone’s
life when they are in that
incredibly vulnerable
moment of facing their
mortality with newly
diagnosed cancer,” she
says. “You can’t, as an
oncologist, have an off
day.”

WORK-LIFE SEESAW
With three sons under
the age of 8, a (“very
supportive!”) husband,
and a career that
encompasses patient
care, research leadership, medical education,
and travel, McArthur
works hard to find time
to play. “Work-life
balance doesn’t
happen naturally,”
she says. A
scheduled
weekly tennis
lesson helps her
inch closer to
equilibrium.

POSITIVE
OUTLOOK
Breast cancer is really
“thousands of diseases,”
so a single strategy for a
cure is unlikely. “My
hope is that the right
rational combinations
of therapies will allow
for de-escalation of the
toxic chemotherapy
backbones that we
currently rely on,”
McArthur says. “So my
goal? Early retirement
because we’ve cured
breast cancer. I’m
incredibly optimistic.”
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Prostate Mapquest

Heart Health
and a Haircut

Imaging Technology Takes Aim at Aggressive Tumors
MRI-ultrasound fusion biopsy is then performed
and, if the tumor is high-grade, HIFU is used to
destroy the diseased tissue.
“This is an exciting breakthrough because HIFU
can be directed at cancerous tissue, so the rest of
the gland can be spared,” Kim says. “That may
lower rates of incontinence and erectile dysfunction
seen with radical prostatectomy.” Patients also will
appreciate the noninvasive diagnostic process that
removes the need to cut or puncture tissue.
“The combination of better imaging and focused
ablation should work for other solid tumors, like
kidney, lung, and liver cancer,” Kim says. The work
is part of an initiative of Cedars-Sinai Precision
Health, whose goal is to match the right treatment
to the right patient for the best possible outcomes.

LEARN MORE

Find out more about this clinical trial in prostate
cancer at discoveriesmagazine.org

WORD: FUNGOME /fuhng-ohm/
DEFINITION: The fungal component of the body’s microbiome,
technically referred to as the mycobiome.

Dan Page

Mistakes involving
medications rank
among the most
common healthcare
mishaps. But when
pharmacy professionals obtain medication
histories from patients
admitted through the
emergency room (ER),
drug-order errors can
be reduced by more
than 80 percent,
according to a
Cedars-Sinai–led study.
Adverse drug events
occur 1.5 million times
annually, harming
hundreds of thousands
of patients across the
nation. Inaccurate or
incomplete medication
histories contribute
significantly to such
problems and can lead
to ordering the wrong
drug, dose, or
frequency, notes Rita
Shane, PharmD,
Cedars-Sinai’s chief
pharmacy officer.
Acting on these
findings, Cedars-Sinai
now assigns pharmacy
staff to obtain
medication histories of
all patients admitted
through the ER who
are considered at high
risk due to age, reliance
on multiple drugs, or
other factors. The
process also frees up
physicians and nurses
to handle other critical
tasks.

Prostate cancer affects 1 in 9 U.S. men. Now, breakthrough imaging technology will allow physicians to
zap such tumors with unprecedented accuracy.
Cedars-Sinai researchers are testing a system that
combines two kinds of imaging with Food and Drug
Administration-approved high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) to diagnose and remove aggressive
prostate tumors. The pilot study uses high-resolution
MRI technology developed at Cedars-Sinai that improves imaging resolution by 500 percent, according
to Hyung L. Kim, MD, the Homer and Gloria Harvey
Family Chair in Urologic Oncology in honor of Stuart
Friedman, MD. The team combines this with a
positron emission tomography (PET)-MRI scan to
precisely map prostate cancers, Kim says. CedarsSinai has the only PET-MRI machine in Southern
California.
The combined images reveal abnormal areas of
the prostate in a way conventional MRIs cannot. An

14
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Edmon de Haro

Prescription
for Accuracy

The microbiome is popularly understood to be the
community of bacteria that live and work in our guts
and on our skin. But, in fact, those bacteria have a
lot of neighbors—including unsung members of the
fungal kingdom.
“Everybody talks about the bacteria, but very
few investigators look at the fungal side: You also
have healthy and not-so-healthy concentrations of
fungi on every exposed surface of your body, inside
and out,” says David Underhill, PhD, the Janis and
William Wetsman Family Chair in Inflammatory
Bowel Disease.
Why are these organisms—mainly known for
molds and mushrooms—such uncharted terri-

tory? Fungal cells are more difficult to study than
bacterial cells, which may be more popular subjects
because they’re more abundant in our bodies. But
Underhill’s lab is looking at ways to manipulate
the fungome in animal models to improve human
health. His team is studying whether the nature
of the fungome in the gut can affect inflammatory
bowel disease or even asthma.
“Bacteria in your microbiome influence diverse
areas of health—everything from digestion, immune
response, reactions to cancer therapy, and even
behavioral activities,” he says. “With the discovery of
fungi in the microbiome as well, there’s the potential
that fungi also influence these processes.”

A haircut can make a
guy feel like a new
man—and, thanks to
Cedars-Sinai investigators, maybe even save
his life. A groundbreaking study published in
the New England
Journal of Medicine has
found that AfricanAmerican men
successfully lowered
their blood pressure to
healthy levels when
aided by a pharmacist
and their barber.
Uncontrolled high
blood pressure is a
leading cause of
premature disability
and death among
African-American men,
who see doctors less
frequently than
African-American
women. Ronald G.
Victor, MD, associate
director of the Smidt
Heart Institute and the
study’s lead author,
has long regarded
community outreach
as an answer.
“When we provide
convenient, rigorous
medical care to
African-American men
by coming to them,
blood pressure can be
controlled and lives
can be saved,” says
Victor, the Burns and
Allen Chair in
Cardiology Research.
The study included
319 African-American
men recruited from 52
barbershops throughout L.A.
A second phase of
the research seeks to
determine if the
benefits can be
sustained longer term.
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I listened to my heart.
Eventually I found doctors
who did, too.

GOOD TO KNOW

N&N

Going Nuclear

I had this pain and fluttering in my chest. Every doctor
told me something different. Eat healthier. It’s stress.

Nuclear energy may conjure images of power plant
meltdowns or weapon strikes. But nuclear medicine
has been saving lives for decades. Today it is used in
everyday imaging practices and in therapies to combat diseases like cancer. Here is (almost) everything
you need to know about nuclear medicine, but were
afraid to ask.

Lose 20 pounds. But I knew it was something else. So
I went to Cedars-Sinai. Their team of specialists discovered
I have heart disease. Now I’m getting better, and they
continue to monitor my progress. It’s crazy to think
of all the women who get misdiagnosed. Thankfully,
I’m no longer one of them.
The Barbra Streisand Women’s Heart Center
at the Smidt Heart Institute is dedicated
solely to treating women’s heart conditions.
1-800-CEDARS-1 | cedars-sinai.org/heart

B:60p0

S:60p0

T:60p0

RADIOLOGY INSIDE OUT
X-rays are introduced from outside the
body but, in nuclear medicine, the radioactive substance
works from inside
the body, being swallowed or injected to
diagnose or treat a
disease.
DIAGNOSIS
The radioactive substance travels to a
targeted area in the body and gives off
energy in the form of gamma rays. A
special camera detects the energy and
records precise details of the body’s interior, which can be used in detecting disease or monitoring an existing condition.
Nuclear medicine helps diagnose many
disorders, including cancer, gallbladder disease, heart conditions, and brain
maladies such as Alzheimer’s disease.

iStock

Marianna Juarez
Women’s Heart
Patient

TREATMENT
The same radioactive elements that
help identify disease through imaging
also power nuclear
medicine’s targeted
therapies. Radioactive iodine, for
example, has been
employed for more
than 50 years to

Watching
television
exposes you to
0.01 mSv*/year.

treat hyperthyroidism (overactive thyroid). Since the thyroid naturally absorbs
iodine from the bloodstream, radioactive
iodine also has long been used to combat
thyroid cancer by “nuking” tumor cells.
Nuclear medicine also is used to treat
bone pain from certain cancers, including non-Hodgkin lymphoma.
WHY IT’S SAFE
Doctors use the smallest amount of
radiation possible and have found that
its benefits outweigh the risks. It’s also
worth noting that radiation exits the
body relatively quickly—often within a
few days.

HISTORY
Nuclear medicine was born from
scientific contributions to physics,
chemistry, medicine, and engineering.
Its storied past includes the invention of
the X-ray in 1895 and, three years later,
Marie and Pierre Curie’s discovery of
radioactivity. In the 1950s, nuclear
medicine began to be used more widely
among clinicians as an imaging tool. By
1971, most organs could be visualized
using the technology, and nuclear
medicine was recognized as a medical
specialty by the American Medical
Association.

A chest X-ray
delivers 0.1 mSv.
Living in the U.S.
exposes you
to 3 mSv/year.
Cancer
therapy conveys
50,000 mSv.

*Radiation exposure is measured in millisieverts (mSv).
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Gut Check

Wingspan
Spreads

Investigators at the Cedars-Sinai Board of
Governors Regenerative Medicine Institute
provided induced pluripotent stem cells—“blank
slate” cells created from an adult’s blood or skin
cells. They were grown into a miniature version of
the person’s intestinal lining—a replica known as
an organoid. The team then placed cells from the
organoid onto Emulate’s Intestine-Chip.
An initiative of Cedars-Sinai Precision Health,
the Patient-on-a-Chip program could ultimately
link multiple Organs-on-Chips to recreate a range
of humanlike biology for study outside the
body—and treatment within it.
Disclosure: Cedars-Sinai owns a minority stock interest
in Emulate. An officer of Cedars-Sinai also serves on
Emulate’s board of directors. Emulate provides no
financial support for this research.

Cheryl Davis was able to
resume her active lifestyle
soon after receiving a
revolutionary implantable
device to repair a serious
congenital heart defect.

Open-Hearted

Gary Neill

Scientists at Cedars-Sinai and Emulate Inc. of
Boston have created an AA battery-sized Intestine-Chip that mimics a patient’s real gut activity.
The technology opens the door to personalized
testing of drug treatments for the intestines and
other organs, including lung, liver, and brain.
The findings could revolutionize treatment for
debilitating, inherited, inflammatory gastrointestinal diseases, such as Crohn’s syndrome, ulcerative colitis, and irritable bowel syndrome. The
chip is lined with cells that replicate a patient’s
unique intestinal lining. This allows scientists to
study an individual’s biology in a controlled
environment, where the gut cells can be exposed
to drugs and immune and blood cells. The device
could reveal a person’s response to a specific
treatment and predict how a disease will progress.

A specialized stenting
system used to open
blocked arteries in the
brain could change how
we treat strokes.
Intracranial stenosis
—a narrowing of brain
arteries caused by the
buildup and hardening
of fatty deposits—can
lead to strokes. Blood
thinners, cholesterollowering drugs, and
blood pressure
medications can help,
but the narrowed
arteries still pose a risk.
To treat patients
failing medical therapy,
investigators tested a
different approach—the
Stryker Wingspan Stent
System—in a national
trial. They found low
complication rates
among patients with
stroke histories. The
system has since been
approved by the Food
and Drug Administration.
“These trial results
have the potential to
change how stroke
patients are treated in
the future,” says Michael
Alexander, MD, the
study’s principal
investigator and director
of the Cedars-Sinai
Neurovascular Center.
“Using approved stents
in brain arteries may
give new hope to
patients suffering from
stroke due to blockages
from cholesterol
plaque.”
Disclosure: Alexander
has served as a
consultant for Stryker
and has been paid for
these services.
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Bill Pollard

Living Tissue Grown on Organs-on-Chips Mirrors the Human
Intestinal Lining, Bringing Personalized Treatments Closer

Thanks to Cedars-Sinai and interventional cardiologist Evan Zahn, MD,
Cheryl Davis, 48, became the first person
in the world to receive a new, implantable device for repairing congenital
cardiac defects—without open-heart
surgery.
Malformed pulmonary valves like
Davis’ are among the most common such
anomalies. The condition affects blood
flow through the heart and quietly causes
significant heart damage that may
ultimately result in premature death.
Davis underwent her first open-heart
surgery when she was just 9 years old.
Although successful, the surgery could

not completely fix her pulmonary valve
and she was left with a significant leak
that required close monitoring.
That didn’t keep her from living an
active life as an animation lighting artist
and yoga instructor. But about five years
ago, she began feeling the effects of her
worsening heart condition. She dreaded
the thought of another painful, timeconsuming open-heart surgery that
would keep her away from her career and
hobbies.
“These patients typically require
multiple open-heart surgeries over the
course of their lifetimes,” says Zahn,
director of the Guerin Family Congenital

Heart Program at the Smidt Heart
Institute. He had long searched for a
solution that might yield better patient
results, require fewer repeat surgeries,
and get patients home more quickly.
Zahn recently became the first to
implant an investigational device into a
patient—Davis—in a Food and Drug
Administration-approved feasibility trial.
Delivered through a small leg incision,
the self-expanding, stent-like apparatus
conforms to a range of pulmonary artery
anatomies.
Davis underwent the 90-minute
procedure and went home the next day.
“I’m so excited that this treatment
option was available to me as part of a
clinical trial,” she says. “I’m looking
forward to getting back to doing the
things I love.”
SUMMER 2018 | DISCOVERIES |
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By Cassie Tomlin

The director of the Cedars-Sinai
Transgender Surgery and Health
Program discusses building trust
with patients, leading a team of
specialists, and pushing cultural
change in medicine.

Urologist Maurice Garcia, MD, is unflinching in his pursuit of the finest
treatment for his patients: His top priority, as he develops Cedars-Sinai’s new
Transgender Surgery and Health Program, is availability of services. CedarsSinai’s program is one of only two based at an academic medical center in the
West. Garcia is appreciative of the California mandate that insurance providers
cannot deny transgender people transition-related surgery and other care.
Gender dysphoria—distress caused by a mismatch between gender identity and
sex at birth—must be reimbursed like any other condition.
Here, Garcia talks about the learning curve in transgender medicine, and how he
hopes to make it accessible to all those who seek it.
Q: What is a common misconception about transgender medicine?
A: Not all transgender patients seek gender reassignment surgery, and it’s not

right for every patient. But, for many people, there is a constant reminder that
they’re not in the right body—and we need to help them.
Q: Why would someone seek medical solutions for gender dysphoria?
A: Being transgender in many ways limits quality of life, in terms of finding jobs,

coping with and avoiding substance abuse, and developing relationships. How
can you date when you have a body that freaks you out? My research shows that
transitioning—whether by gender-affirming surgery or by hormone therapy or
social transition—enhances quality of life.

surgery is still largely inaccessible for many who
seek it. It is mostly done in private practice, and far
too expensive for most patients. Even to become
trained in transgender surgery presents boundaries—to complete my fellowship in transgender
surgery in 2013, I had to travel across continents
when I transferred from the University of California, San Francisco, to University College London in
the U.K.

MENTORING

Garcia trains residents from
UCLA, UC San Francisco, and
Cedars-Sinai with the idea
that all medical professionals should be educated on
how to work with
transgender patients.

yesterday, but it has lived in the shadows for a long
time. For so long, there were no guidelines and no
data to prove that interventions worked. There
wasn’t even consensus about the condition being an
innate part of people—it was thought of as a vice or
a choice. That’s why I firmly believe transgender
care should fall in the domain of academic centers
like Cedars-Sinai, where we publish research, help
establish guidelines, and educate other medical
professionals. A transparent look at outcomes only
gets rigorously discussed in an academic domain.

INNOVATION

He has active and pending
patents on surgical devices
and apps for transgender
patients, like one that can
shape a photographic image
of genitals into the best
dimensions for a
transitioning patient’s body.

L.A. NATIVE

Q: This discipline can seem very niche—how
does it fit into the rest of medicine?
A: One of the aims is to try to change the culture of

Garcia grew up in Los
Angeles and is residing here
for the first time since he left
for college. He has two
children, ages 6 and 11, and
likes showing them around
his hometown with trips to
his favorite outdoor spots,
such as the Hollywood
Reservoir and Ventura
beaches.

medicine in general. We want to convince surgeons
that you don’t have to be an expert in transgender
surgery to perform a related procedure. For
instance, we can remove a patient’s testicles in case
of cancer or trauma, but asking a urologist to
remove testicles as part of transgender transition is
difficult.
As we demonstrate the medical benefit of transgender care and surgery, we can reduce stigma and
discrimination. And what should follow is that
more medical experts will make their services
available to people who really need them.
Q: How do other medical disciplines benefit
from your research?
A: One of the greatest values of this program is that

helps the social advancement of transgender people. But gender-affirming

it advances our innovation and expertise, which
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Director, Cedars-Sinai
Transgender Surgery and
Health Program

Q: Is transgender medicine a relatively new
field, or are we just finally talking about it
publicly?
A: Gender-affirming surgery wasn’t invented

Q: What are the barriers to getting this kind of care?
A: People have loosened up and are more accepting of gender diversity, which
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MAURICE
GARCIA, MD

Scott Witter

Q
A

Transformational:
Maurice Garcia,
MD

leads to research that can further all fields of
medicine. Our findings can contribute to better
alternatives for non-transgender patients. For
example, our work into vaginal replacement can
benefit non-transgender women who lose their
vaginas because of cancer or radiation. We’re
working on complete penis transplant, and we can
apply our surgical techniques to veterans who lose

their genitals during landmine blasts and men with
penile cancer. Cedars-Sinai is an ideal place for this
kind of knowledge sharing, because a center that
already has expertise in so many domains is
equipped to maximize the benefit. Experts in other
fields can take this and run with it or collaborate.
(continued on page 45)
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My Favorite Innovation
The X-ray machine, the flu vaccine, anesthesia—not so long ago, these
medical standards heralded paradigm shifts in the way we manage disease.
Investigators continue to improve quality of life with new techniques,
devices, and drugs for maladies big and small. Here, Cedars-Sinai clinicians laud their favorite innovations in medical history, from the unsung
and established to the experimental and cutting edge.
As told to CASSIE TOMLIN AND SOPHIA KERCHER
THE CLOT BUSTER
Patrick Lyden, MD

Director, Nuclear Cardiology/Cardiac
Imaging
Aspirin is way up there! Known for over a
century to reduce fever and inflammation, aspirin has now been shown to
prevent heart attacks. Even more,
aspirin’s anti-inflammatory properties act
on chronic diseases in many different
organ systems beyond the heart—but we
are just learning about those.

Chair, Department of Neurology
Director, Cedars-Sinai Comprehensive
Stroke Center
Carmen and Louis Warschaw Chair in
Neurology
My favorite medical innovation is a drug
that dissolves blood clots—in particular in
the arteries that supply the heart, brain, or
lungs. It works a little bit like Drano: Pour
it down your clogged drain and it churns
and bubbles and the drain clears. The first
clot buster was very powerful, but it
wasn’t safe. Twenty years later, along with
several other investigators, I used a safer
drug based on a natural enzyme to clear
stroke-causing blood clots in the brain.
Now we have even better ways to open
blocked arteries, but using enzymes to do
it was groundbreaking, and proof that
brains, hearts, and lungs could be saved.

IN VITRO FERTILIZATION
Margareta Pisarska, MD

Director, Division of Reproductive
Endocrinology and Infertility
In vitro fertilization (IVF) has revolutionized our ability to help women become
pregnant and couples start families. We
can harvest an egg, allow fertilization to
happen outside of the reproductive tract,
and transfer it into a woman’s uterus. IVF
has made it possible for 6.5 million babies
to be born since 1978. It is critical for
single people who freeze their eggs for
future use, and for those diagnosed with
cancer at a young age, because cancer
treatments can impact fertility. No words
can describe the joy when patients tell us
they’re ready to deliver after successful
IVF treatments.
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LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY
Neel Joshi, MD

Clinical Chief, Department of Surgery
My favorite innovation—the one that has
made the greatest impact in my career
and also had a huge societal impact—is
laparoscopic surgery. Fifty years ago,
when someone had appendicitis or
gallstones, we had to make a very large

incision through the skin and muscles
and tissue in the abdominal wall to
remove the diseased organ. The aftermath
of the incision could be almost as serious
as the condition being treated. Today
we’re able to perform the same major
surgeries in a minimally invasive manner,
with very tiny incisions the width of a
pinky finger. Most surgeries I do are
outpatient, which leaves patients less
traumatized and with smaller scars and
faster recovery.

GENE EDITING
Celine Riera, PhD

Assistant Professor, Sports Spectacular
Diabetes and Obesity Research Center
CRISPR/Cas9 is a very exciting invention.
Its genome-editing capabilities allow us to
modify pretty much any gene. A recent
CRISPR advance now lets us modify
multiple genes simultaneously, giving us
capabilities unheard of five years ago. It’s
a totally amazing tool.

ANESTHESIA
Alexandra Gangi, MD

Surgeon, Samuel Oschin Comprehensive
Cancer Institute
Anesthesia has not only made surgery
much more humane, but it’s also allowed
surgeons to make many advances.
Historical accounts suggest that patients
would be given a shot of vodka and a
hunk of wood to bite down on—how
stressful that must have been! Without
modern anesthesia, it’s unlikely that
patients would agree to most elective
procedures knowing they’d have to endure
such pain and agony. I have a hard time
believing we’d come up with any of the
laparoscopic, robotic, or catheter-based
procedures we perform today if our
patients couldn’t tolerate them.

IMAGING
Debiao Li, PhD

Isabel Espanol

ASPIRIN
Daniel Berman, MD

Director, Biomedical Imaging Research
Institute
Karl Storz Chair in Minimally Invasive
Surgery in honor of Dr. George Berci
As an engineer, I see imaging as one of the
most important medical technologies of
the last century. It’s had so much impact
on how we diagnose disease. Just 30 years
ago, you could only diagnose based upon
symptoms, a blood test, and maybe an
electrocardiogram—which meant a lot of
patients might get misdiagnosed. With
imaging, we can make a much more
accurate diagnosis in most fields of

medicine. In addition, imaging is
powerful for looking at patient response
so we can find out early on if a treatment
is effective.
IMMUNOTHERAPY
Julia Ljubimova, MD, PhD

Director, Nanomedicine Research Center
in the Maxine Dunitz Neurosurgical
Institute
A groundbreaking recent discovery for
cancer treatments, especially brain
tumors, is immunotherapy. We are able to
fight the disease at inception with highly
targeted attacks. Understanding the
disease on a molecular level also could
prove to work with neurological degenerative disorders such as Alzheimer’s, as
the mechanisms may be similar.
ANTIBIOTICS
Keith Black, MD

Chair, Department of Neurosurgery
Director, Maxine Dunitz Neurosurgical
Institute
Ruth and Lawrence Harvey Chair in
Neuroscience
The discovery of antibiotics—particularly

penicillin—was a turning point in
medicine. Mortality and longevity were
revolutionized—we could give medicine
and essentially prevent someone from getting an infection. It really changed our
paradigm and felt almost miraculous.
VASCULAR REPAIR
Ali Azizzadeh, MD

Director, Division of Vascular Surgery
In 1894, an assassin stabbed French
President Sadi Carnot. The attack tore
Carnot’s portal vein—a large blood vessel
that carries blood from the gastrointestinal tract, gallbladder, pancreas, and
spleen to the liver. Back then, surgeons
didn’t yet know how to suture blood
vessels and they weren’t able to save the
president’s life. French surgeon Alexis
Carrel spent almost 10 years experimenting on animal subjects until he finally
used a technique taught to him by a
seamstress. Carrel won the Nobel Prize in
1912 for pioneering the ability to operate
on blood vessels. His breakthrough would
become my favorite innovation: vascular
anastomosis—the repair of blood vessels
with sutures.
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Innovation: It’s Academic

medical centers, with their access to
large numbers of patients with both
simple and complex illnesses that range
in incidence from common to rare. The
birth and maturation of new ideas are
easily nurtured in academic settings
where we share space, patients, and
research projects. Given these intrinsic
advantages, how can we correct the
impediments to new inventions and
facilitate their introduction to treat
patients and lessen their suffering?

By BRUCE GEWERTZ, MD

Can academic medical centers like Cedars-Sinai do better at shepherding
innovations that help patients? Our surgeon in chief thinks so.

T

here is no question
that new drugs,
devices, and other
treatment paradigms have greatly
improved medical
care over the past 20
years. That said, the pace of innovation
in medicine and biology does not
compare favorably to the transformative
changes in such industries as computing
and telecommunications. It took Apple
just a few years to develop the first
iPhone from initial idea to becoming

market-ready. By contrast, on average it
takes 12 years for a new drug to make it
from the laboratory to the medicine
cabinet, undergoing numerous rounds of
preclinical testing and the prescriptive
clinical trials.
Given medicine’s high stakes, why does
it take so long to implement change?
There are known challenges in regulation
(getting treatments approved for use) and
reimbursement (getting that use paid for).
Still, I would argue that a substantial
fraction of the difficulties in developing
new ideas are within our control. I am

referencing the hurdles and sometimes
outright barriers imposed by our modern
universities and academic medical
centers. These institutions have an
extraordinary critical mass of bright and
committed clinicians and researchers. But
too often they get disillusioned by the
bureaucracy of approvals and restrictions
inherent in bringing inventions to
completion and human use.

One of the best ways to foster innovation is to connect people with different
expertise and perspectives. This can be
facilitated by offering a special category
of pilot funding focused on multidisciplinary collaborations. The funding
should require a “big hairy idea” with
clear implications for helping diagnose
or treat a disease. While feasibility will
remain important, the highest priority
should be potential impact and
originality rather than reams of preliminary data. The pool of money need not
be large.

There is a clear need to liberate this
intellectual capital and leverage the
many advantages held by academic

Serge Bloch

Once an idea has progressed to a device
prototype or functional version of an
app, it is critical to provide the inventors
access to a wide range of mentors.
Interactions with these experts will refine
the product, test the business plan, or
even repurpose the discovery to a more
important problem (aka “pivoting”).
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Every potential innovation requires beta
testing—where hospitals and physicians
are willing to study the product in a
clinical environment. These trials need
to be appropriately regulated and safe for
patients, but the degree of safety must be
considered in the context of the desperation of the situation. If no effective
therapy is available for a life-threatening
illness, why wouldn’t a greater degree of

The pace of innovation in medicine and
biology do not compare favorably to the
transformative changes in such industries
as computing and telecommunications.

risk be acceptable than for a less critical
problem? That said, these are often very
difficult ethical choices and must never
be trivialized.
Cedars-Sinai is actively addressing all of
these issues to encourage medical
innovation, both within and outside our
institution. Through our Technology
Transfer Office, we routinely foster
development of intellectual property
generated by our faculty. This effort,
particularly over the last decade, has
provided substantial revenue that is
reinvested into bolstering future research.
We also have established an on-site
accelerator in a partnership with
Techstars, an internationally recognized
startup incubator. Every 10 months, out
of more than 500 applications, 10
companies are selected. The program
takes place over a three-month period
during which the companies have access
to Cedars-Sinai physicians, nurses, staff,
and administrators as well as other
experts in business, law, and entrepreneurship from across Southern California.
Perhaps the most important advantage of residence in this accelerator is the
access to our hospital and the connections that exist between Cedars-Sinai
and other top institutions across the
country. The thirst for innovation and
the need for serious capital and large
databases to test new drugs and devices

is leading to more cooperation and fewer
restrictions among academic medical
centers. Most mentored companies have
been able to place their products in
multiple sites, gain valuable insights and
exposure, and garner additional
investment. An impressive 93 percent of
the 27 Cedars-Sinai-incubated companies are still active and have raised a
median of $2.6 million to invest in
future achievements.
With proper nurturing, the creative
environment within academic medical
centers is blossoming. We need to
cooperate even more in our public
advocacy for rational regulation and
reimbursement. For the health of our
current and future patients, it is at least
as vital that we thoughtfully adapt our
institutional cultures to make innovation
in healthcare a valued academic pursuit.

ABOUT DR. GEWERTZ
Gewertz serves as surgeon in chief, chair of the
Department of Surgery, vice president of Interventional
Services, vice dean of Academic Affairs, and director of
the Division of Vascular Surgery. He is the H & S Nichols
Distinguished Chair in Surgery. He is also editor emeritus
of the Journal of Surgical Research.
Under his leadership, National Institutes of Health
(NIH) funding to the Department of Surgery has
increased dramatically to more than $10 million
annually, placing it among the country’s top 10
NIH-funded surgery departments.
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INNOVATION

10

			 INNOVATIONS
TO TRANSFORM
MEDICINE IN THE
NEXT DECADE
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The Digital
Doctor
Chances are, you will
spend 99.9 percent of
your hours on Earth
somewhere other than a
doctor’s office. When
you do visit, a lot of
important health
information may not be
captured.
The solution could be
wearable biosensors like
Fitbit and Apple Watch.
“The health system of
the future will create an
e-hub for remote digital
monitoring of patients,”

says Brennan Spiegel,
MD, Cedars-Sinai’s
director of Health
Services Research.
The e-hub could
collect data from
patients’ wearable
devices so a corps of
“digitalists”—clinicians
well-versed in medicine
and technology—can
monitor the biometrics.
If a patient’s health
indicators go sideways,
the digitalists could
intervene to recommend

(continued on page 28)

Tomer Hanuka

We are a nation immersed in
innovation. Self-driving cars, drones,
civilian space flight, 3-D printing—
these novelties promise to enhance
(or confound) the human experience.
Innovation in medicine races alongside
advancement in other fields, harvesting the best ideas but occupying a lane
all its own. Medical investigators contend with the randomness of biology,
the layered influences of genes, and
the uncontrollable impact of environment on the body. Each patient—each
human—diverges from the next, and
so good solutions must contain multitudes. Still, medicine moves forward.
In these pages, Cedars-Sinai’s thinkers,
doers, and caregivers offer their takes
on 10 innovations that will reshape our
health in the decade to come.
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INNOVATION

Cancer Cures in a Dish
(continued from page 26)
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“We would be able to track
and pinpoint how hormones,
chemicals, and environmental
factors cause changes in
protein and DNA. That
knowledge could potentially
lead to better breast cancer
prevention and treatment
strategies,” Cui says. One day, it
also could be used in breast
reconstruction to reduce the
need for silicone-shelled
implants, or fully replace them
with generated tissue derived
from a patient’s own cells.
Scientists from the Board of
Governors Regenerative

Medicine Institute are studying
ovarian cancer in collaboration
with Beth Y. Karlan, MD,
director of Cedars-Sinai’s
Women’s Cancer Program and
the Board of Governor’s Chair in
Gynecologic Oncology. Because
the most deadly kind of ovarian
cancer begins in the fallopian
tubes, the team is growing
those cells using iPSC
technology. The project's
rewards could include new
prevention approaches and
even vaccines.
—Sophia Kercher

The Mundane
and the Fantastic
MARK VRAHAS, MD, CHAIR OF
CEDARS-SINAI ORTHOPAEDICS,
ON HIPS, SLIPS, AND THE LIMITS
OF MEDICAL INNOVATION

Discoveries: People are
constantly on the
lookout for the next
“big thing.” Is innovation
always for the good?
Mark Vrahas: In
medicine, we always
strive to do better.
Sometimes what you
want is not the latest
and greatest but the
tried and true. Take
modern total hip
replacement, which
was invented about 60
years ago, and in older
people it proved
successful in 80 to 90
percent of cases.
Naturally, people
rushed in to create even
better versions. Instead,
they turned out failure
after failure. The new
joint implants lasted
five, maybe 10 years,
while the originals were
still going strong after
25 years.

Max Gerber

VIDEO

See how near-patient
technologies are improving
health at
discoveriesmagazine.org

Knowledge about our genome
is growing at an extraordinary
rate. Combine that knowledge
with bioengineering—which
applies engineering principles
to biological systems—and
what could follow is a personalized medicine revolution. At
Cedars-Sinai, investigators are
using bioengineering to
regenerate and grow human
tissues in petri dishes to seek
solutions to cancers that
primarily affect women.
Laboratory models of diseases, or “diseases in a dish,” are
being developed thanks to a
process using induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs).
These are derived from a
patient’s skin or blood cells and
sent “back in time” to an
embryonic state. From there,
they can be coaxed to grow
into any type of tissue. When a
patient with a genetically
based disease donates the
original cells, iPSCs that are
created will exhibit that same
condition. Investigators at the
Cedars-Sinai Samuel Oschin
Comprehensive Cancer
Institute and the Board of
Governors Regenerative
Medicine Institute are using
this stem-cell-generation
technique to further understand and treat breast and
ovarian cancers.
One team has used human
iPSCs to grow breast tissue so
perfect “that it can be induced
to form breast ductal structure
and secrete milk,” research
scientist Xiaojiang Cui, PhD,
says. The novel technique will
allow physicians to evaluate
breast cancer risk for individuals by testing patient-specific
tissue in petri dishes.

Yuta Onoda

home treatment or a
doctor visit.
While Spiegel
himself has performed
research showing that,
in medical studies,
wearable monitors
alone rarely make
patients healthier, he
points to additional
evidence indicating
that biosensors boost
wellness when paired
with an intervention like
behavioral coaching.
“The technology is
there but figuring out
how to use it to
improve patient
outcomes is more of a
behavioral and social
science,” says Spiegel,
whose work is
supported by the Marc
and Sheri Rapaport
Fund for Digital Health
Sciences and Precision
Health. “We need to
work collaboratively
with patients to figure
out how best to
integrate health
technology with the
very human experience
of being a patient.”
Cedars-Sinai also is
leveraging the new
Apple Health app that
helps people aggregate
their official medical
records with their own
individually generated
data, creating a holistic
view of their health.
—Sarah Spivack LaRosa

Discoveries: So new
products aren’t always
the best way to go?
MV: Not always. This
doesn’t mean we
should try to squelch

the impulse to
innovate. But it does
reflect a certain
short-sightedness: If
most people had
received the original
implants while new
designs were being
tested, they may have
had better outcomes.
Discoveries: What
about new techniques?
Are there clearer
benefits to innovation?
MV: Sometimes. I am a
great believer in innovation but, just as with
new technology, we
have to evaluate our
innovations with clear
eyes. Sometimes
innovations lead to
much better care, other
times they make care
worse, and sometimes
they provide only
marginal benefit in the
right surgeon’s hands.
The best approach is
always the one your
surgeon is most
comfortable with.
Recently, the “anterior”
approach became very
popular for hip surgery.

It is a good approach in
the hands of a surgeon
who has mastered it,
but not better than
others. Suddenly
everyone wanted that,
and market pressure
drove many surgeons
to abandon tried-andtrue techniques
without mastering the
new one. We saw many
complications that
would not have
occurred had surgeons
stuck with what they
knew.
Discoveries: What
orthopaedic innovations are on the
horizon?
MV: We are naturally
attracted to the
fantastic. We are
excited by the promise
of stem cells and
regenerative medicine.

We want to replace
damaged tissue with
new organs grown in
the lab. Our Orthopaedics Department
scientists are using
gene and cell therapy
techniques to regrow
bone and repair
degenerated tissues
around the spine.
Hopefully, in the next 10
years, we will be able to
repair cartilage, bone,
and muscle. Personally,
I am also attracted to
the mundane. Many
important innovations
are less glamorous but
much more accessible
in the short run. For
example, most people
know that hip fractures
are common in the
elderly. What they don’t
know, until it affects
someone in their family,
is how devastating this

injury can be. Our
societal systems for
preventing and
managing these injuries
is disjointed. I think the
most important
innovations on the
horizon will be those
that help us better
understand our
patients and what they
want and need, and
help us coordinate how
we provide care. The
most important
innovation will improve
the patient experience
and promote health
instead of simply curing
disease.
Vrahas is the Levin/
Gordon Distinguished
Chair in Orthopaedics in
honor of Myles Cohen,
MD.
—Jeremy Deutchman
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The Smart Hospital Room

4

ACCESSIBLE
SHOWERS
For hospital suites
with showers,
shower curtains that
automatically open
and close could be a
game changer,
making it easier for
nurses to help
patients bathe. Also,
removing the small
step to the shower
would greatly reduce
the risk of falls.

Cedars-Sinai aims to boldly go where few medical centers have gone before. Discoveries asked Patricia “Peachy”
Hain, MSN, RN, executive director of Medical and Surgical Nursing Services—and an ardent Star Trek fan—to imagine
the ideal hospital room, with innovations already underway at Cedars-Sinai and some that are still in development.
BY SOPHIA KERCHER • ILLUSTRATION BY PAT KINSELLA

A HIGH-TECH
WRISTBAND
Inspired by a concept
developed by physicians
and nurses during an
innovation challenge at
Cedars-Sinai, this
sophisticated smart
watch would take a
patient’s temperature
and blood pressure, track
their activity, and send
medication alerts.
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A (DIGITAL) PERSONAL ASSISTANT
Cedars-Sinai is testing a virtual assistant
developed by Aiva Healthcare that uses
Amazon’s Echo device to page nurses, answer
health questions, and help communicate with
the care team. If only it could also write your
emails, babysit your dog, and water your house
plants. (See also p. 34.)

THE ULTIMATE BED
Hain is in discussions with a
manufacturer to develop a
smart-bed prototype that could
check a patient’s vital signs. Her
hoped-for enhancement: an
automated way to turn patients
to prevent bedsores.
FAST(ER) FOOD
Cedars-Sinai patients can already order a
selection of menu items on an iPad. An optimized
version would lead to faster delivery—and perhaps
offer a wider array of culinary selections for when a
patient is craving that special something—whether
it’s hummus or pho.

TK Credit Here

A WIRELESS SPACE
Hospital rooms are
snaked with cables,
especially near
vital-signs monitors.
Wireless equipment
and retractable
electrical cords
would protect
patients from tripping
and give nurses fewer
items to sanitize.

A TOILET TOOL
It’s not high tech but it
could save lives: Hain
hopes to add a simple
mechanism to the
patient room’s toilet that
allows them to rest their
hands and steady
themselves—like a
rollercoaster lap bar but
placed higher—to
prevent falls. The idea
comes from a trip to
Europe, where she
spotted bathrooms
equipped with the tool.

VERSATILE
FURNITURE
Overnight hospital
guests typically
sleep in chairs or on
cots. A cushy couch
that can be
converted into a
bed is a simple
design change that
could make
overnight visitors
substantially more
comfortable.

INNOVATION

Genetic testing could contribute
significantly to disease
prevention, but some who
might benefit most are missing
out on potentially lifesaving
technology. While direct-toconsumer DNA tests have
slipped into the mainstream,
some people at high risk for
specific diseases often cannot
afford testing. Others are afraid
the discovery of a genetic
abnormality will cause them to
be penalized by insurance
providers. Beth Y. Karlan, MD,
director of Cedars-Sinai’s
Women’s Cancer Program at
the Samuel Oschin Comprehensive Cancer Institute, has
launched a novel study that
could help make genetic testing
a healthcare standard.
“In 10 years, we might see
people carrying a microchip
card listing the diseases for
which they are most at risk
based upon their genetics,”
Karlan says. “We need more
genetic data to make that a
reality but, first, we need to
make testing more accessible
and cost-effective.”
Karlan, the Board of
Governors Chair in Gynecologic
Oncology, and her team
recently launched the BRCA
Founder Outreach Study
(BFOR), which offers genetic
testing to men and women, age

LEARN MORE
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25 or older, who have at least
one grandparent of Ashkenazi
(Eastern European) Jewish
ancestry—a population 10 times
more likely to carry mutations in
the BRCA gene. The study’s
model uses an online platform
for enrollment and genetic
counseling prior to testing.
Both men and women can
carry BRCA1 and BRCA2 gene
mutations associated with
higher risks for breast, ovarian,
prostate, and other cancers.
Unfortunately, an estimated 90
percent of carriers are unaware
they have a genetic abnormality
until a family member is
diagnosed with cancer. BRCA
genetic testing is often not
covered by health insurance for
healthy, cancer-free individuals.
The BFOR study integrates
the participants’ primary care
physicians for follow-up and
preventive recommendations.
“There’s a huge shortage of
genetic counselors in the U.S.,
but primary care physicians and
nurses can be educated to
discuss results of testing and
develop appropriate follow-up
plans so that more individuals
can reduce their cancer risks,”
Karlan says.
The hoped-for results?
Saving lives by providing
personalized medicine for all.
—SK

Find out more about Cedars-Sinai clinical trials into BRCA1 and BRCA2
at discoveriesmagazine.org
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From Idea to Innovation
A Broader Diagnosis

Every novel idea from a scientist’s imagination holds the
potential to help countless people around the world,
making the route from discovery to delivery critical. Enter
the Cedars-Sinai Technology Transfer Office, which
brings researchers’ innovations to the marketplace. The

6

tech transfer team manages hundreds of discoveries and
technologies worldwide, ensuring that new inventions
make their way to patients—and are protected by
patents that fuel further research. Here, we explain how it
all works.—Cassie Tomlin

The healthcare of tomorrow will be
tailor-made for you—and that doesn’t
just mean bespoke drugs or other
targeted treatments. Cedars-Sinai’s
director of Nuclear Cardiology and
Cardiac Imaging, Daniel Berman, MD,
foresees that precision healthcare
will bring innovations to expand how
physicians diagnose disease and
examine their patients.
THE GENE SCENE
Genetic testing at birth could produce a
blueprint of your future health and help
identify anomalies that might lead to
disorders in childhood—or adulthood. “These
tests could boost disease prevention by helping avoid
maladies for which you are most at risk,” Berman says.
They also could speed up treatment by acting as a
predictive tool to identify which therapies will help you
most.
BIOLOGICAL ROAD SIGN
Your body carries signals of disease that
physicians can read with a simple blood
draw. These biomarkers already reveal conditions like pregnancy, cancer, or heart disease.
According to Berman, improved tools will help doctors
identify more signals with better accuracy. The goal? To
monitor biomarkers throughout the lifespan and prevent
disease before it appears.
INSIDE EDITION
Computational imaging tools are increasingly
advanced, which is essential to the work of
Debiao Li, PhD, director of the Cedars-Sinai
Biomedical Imaging Research Institute. “In the
near future, physicians will be able to compare your scans
to data obtained from an immense pool of patients and
detect subtle differences that precede major problems,”
says Li, the Karl Storz Chair in Minimally Invasive Surgery in
honor of Dr. George Berci. “Advanced imaging technologies
will provide more personalized and accurate diagnoses.”
—SK

Daniel Goldfarb

5

Genetic
Testing
for All

For more information, contact the Technology Transfer Office at cstechtransfer@cshs.org
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7

Pro Solutions to Antibiotics Problems

A Very
Patient Device

Medicine is supposed to move in just one direction—forward. But the growing
problem of antibiotic resistance threatens to take us back to darker ages of
medical care by triggering outbreaks of infections once easily cured. Fortunately,
the days of resistant “superbugs” (see story on p. 11) may be numbered. CedarsSinai is developing and implementing innovative approaches to curb the misuse
and overuse of antibiotics—and help prevent a worldwide health crisis.

A HOCKEY-PUCK-SIZED ASSISTANT AIMS TO
SMARTEN UP THE PATIENT EXPERIENCE.

TECH UPGRADE
Aiva triages patient
requests, interpreting
commands like “Aiva,
tell my nurse I’m
hungry,” or “Aiva, tell my
nurse I’m cold.” It also
can send alerts to
caregivers through a

A Short List
of Failed
Medical
Innovations
SOME DRUGS AND DEVICES
CATAPULT MEDICAL
SCIENCE INTO PREVIOUSLY
UNFATHOMABLE HEIGHTS
OF GREATNESS. OTHERS,
NOT SO MUCH. HERE, AN
INCOMPLETE COLLECTION
OF TREATMENTS THAT
FAILED, SOONER OR LATER.
—CT
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RAPID RESULTS
Cedars-Sinai is a national leader in
adopting rapid diagnostic tests—a
major advance in the fight against
infections. These tests—and the vigilance
of pharmacists to manage antibiotic
use—have reduced the time it takes for
patients to receive the most targeted
antibiotic from an average of 52.4 to 24.9
hours. Faster results lead to better
treatment outcomes and lower the risk
that bacteria will develop antibiotic
resistance.

1

testing the technology
on the hospital floor.
Powered by Amazon’s
Alexa technology
through a small Echo
Dot smart speaker, Aiva
acts as a responsive
resource for both
patients and caregivers.
smartphone app. For
patients, this improved
communication could
mean less time waiting
for the right person to
provide assistance.
CREATURE
COMFORTS
Homesick patients can

draw comfort from a
captive, perhaps
familiar, listener. In
addition to communicating with the nursing
team, Aiva can answer
frequently asked
questions like “When
are visiting hours?” or
“What time does

Starbucks open?” “It’s
great for the patient
experience and also
frees up nursing staff to
focus on more complex
or sensitive patient
needs,” founder
Sumeet Bhatia says.
—CT

BACTERIAL FINGERPRINTS
Another advance in the pipeline is
whole-genome sequencing, which
produces a DNA “fingerprint” of bacteria
within hours. This test would make it

2

possible to track potential outbreaks and
prevent infections from spreading, and to
identify antibiotic-resistant bacteria so
doctors can determine the best course of
treatment. As this technology is developed, Cedars-Sinai continues to protect
patients with an infection-control
program that serves as a nationwide
model.
PHARMACISTS ON CALL
Antimicrobial stewardship
pharmacists at Cedars-Sinai
ensure appropriate use of antibiotics by
monitoring test results and alerting
physicians when they detect a need to
change the course of treatment for
bacterial infections.

3

LATE 19TH–EARLY 20TH CENTURIES

1930s & 1940s

1965

Invented by Nikola Tesla, it was intended to heal whatever
ailed you, including “brain fog,” by delivering an electric current
through a glowing purple wand. It even appeared in 1940s
Wonder Woman comics as the “Purple Ray”—a device that
could bring people back to life.

This Nobel Prize-winning treatment was
used for conditions from moodiness to
schizophrenia. One practitioner even used a
kitchen ice pick. Results varied from slight
personality changes and intellectual
impairments to paralysis and death.

Meant to spin expectant mothers around
and around, allowing centrifugal force to
“gently” release the baby, the machine was
fortunately never constructed. But it did
inspire an opera, which premiered at Harvard
University in 2013.

LOBOTOMY

VIOLET RAY

DREAM TEAM
Preventing infections, reducing
antibiotic resistance, and optimizing patient care requires an extraordinary
level of multidisciplinary teamwork.
Cedars-Sinai pharmacists, laboratory
scientists, infectious disease specialists,
physicians, and nurses work in concert to
tackle complex diagnostic challenges
and streamline results.

4

TABLETOP TESTS
The next generation of rapid
diagnostic testing could make it
possible to identify almost any infection
using a small tabletop instrument. A
small hospital in a remote area could
have the same diagnostic capability as a
major medical center—and patients
might be able to use an easy test at home
to quickly find out whether they need an
antibiotic. —Sherry Angel

5

BIRTHING CENTRIFUGE

4TH–19TH CENTURIES

1937

ELIXIR SULFANILAMIDE

THALIDOMIDE

1950s TO 1970s

1990s

Siphoning “bad” blood was once considered a
cure-all, but many patients died from lack of
blood. Leech bites often became infected, while
leech-sharing spread disease. Leeching has
made a minor comeback today, occasionally
being used to aid blood flow to tissue grafts.

This antibiotic’s main ingredient—diethylene glycol—is now used in brake fluid.
More than 100 people died after taking it
for everything from sore throats to
gonorrhea. Out of this tragedy, the Food
and Drug Administration was established.

This “wonder drug,” intended to prevent morning sickness and
miscarriage, was banned in agriculture for its toxic side effects but
stayed on the general market for years, leaving 10,000-plus
children with birth defects. Thanks to FDA vigilance, American
babies were mostly spared.

Part appetite suppressant, part
stimulant, this diet drug was prescribed
to more than 18 million people in one
year alone—then banned when it was
found to cause heart valve problems
and pulmonary hypertension.

BLOODLETTING AND LEECHING
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Jan Feindt

Virtual personal
assistants perch in our
homes, eager to
indulge our whims and
curiosities: “Alexa, play
me a song”; “Siri,
should I bring an
umbrella?” The tech
startup Aiva Healthcare
repositions smart
speakers to support a
critical audience:
hospital patients.
Cedars-Sinai and
Aiva—whose creator is
a graduate of The
Cedars-Sinai Accelerator Powered by
Techstars—are now

8

FEN-PHEN
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The XR Files

9

(Out on) a Better Limb

VIRTUAL REALITY, AUGMENTED REALITY,
AND OTHER FORMS OF VIDEO
IMMERSION—COLLECTIVELY KNOWN
AS EXTENDED REALITY OR “XR”—
PROMISE TO REVOLUTIONIZE MEDICINE.

Thanks to an innovative
new technique that
increases stability and
range of motion in
prosthetics, Chris
Rowles enjoys renewed
confidence and mobility.
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Max Gerber

THE NEXT STEP IN PROSTHETIC TECHNOLOGY REVOLUTIONIZES
MOBILITY FOR ONE AMPUTEE—AND MAY HELP COUNTLESS OTHERS.

THE PROBLEM
After seven knee
replacements, 28
operations, and 11
aggressive infections,
Chris Rowles finally lost
his left leg to amputation. The former police
officer, an energetic
fisherman and
beachgoer, is one of
nearly 2 million people
in the United States
living with limb
loss—many of whom
seek artificial appendages. Following the
operation to remove his
lower leg, he was
outfitted with a
traditional socket
prosthesis. His
prosthetic adhered to
the skin and soft tissue
of his thigh through a
specially shaped cup,
held on by nothing
more than “hope and
suction,” he says.
Rowles never entirely
trusted his replacement limb, which threw
off his natural gait and
caused him back
problems. Though he
lived with the apparatus for five years, it
never really stuck.
“There were times I
would lose the suction

on the socket and keep
walking and my leg
would be behind me,”
he says. He’s not alone:
Many patients avoid or
abandon socket
prosthetics because of
pain, balance problems, or bad fit.
THE SOLUTION
Last year, at CedarsSinai, Rowles became
the first patient in
Southern California to
undergo a new
procedure for leg
amputees called
osseointegrated
prosthetic limb surgery.
The procedure was
performed by Daniel C.
Allison, MD. The
technique aims to
make the prosthesis an
extension of the
existing bone—increasing stability and range
of motion. Surgeons
first implant a titanium
stem inside the femur
(thighbone). Then, in a
second surgery, a bolt is
attached to the stem
that extends outside of
the thigh. The pros-

VIDEO

thetic lower leg slides
into the bolt and, with a
few twists, is locked in
place, without the
irritation and instability
of the suction-cup
prosthetic.
When he first
connected his
prosthetic to the bolt,
Rowles was delighted
to perform a simple
motion that had eluded
him for seven years:
crossing his legs. “I
know that’s a silly thing,
and it’s a simple thing,
but it’s something I was
looking forward to,” he
says. Now able to stroll
on the beach with
relative ease, Rowles
considers the transition
a complete success.
The technology is
new, but early positive
results suggest that
more patients will soon
benefit. For Rowles, his
new prosthetic props
him up in more ways
than one. “I feel so
much more confident
in myself—that’s what
carries me,” he says.
—CT

See how Chris Rowles’ in-bone prosthesis changed his life
at discoveriesmagazine.org

TRAINING GROUND
Just as flight simulation experience prepares
pilots, XR could heighten future medical
training. Cedars-Sinai is experimenting with
“mixed reality” goggles, like Microsoft’s
HoloLens, which can teach nurses to distinguish among hundreds of surgical tools or even
simulate fire in an operating room. Eventually,
this technology could give clinicians “X-ray
vision” during practice surgeries by projecting
holographic organs over mannequins to aid
navigation. Also being tested: Google Glass
smartglasses to record simulated surgeries and
provide trainees with real-time vital signs.
VIRTUAL PHARMACY
XR has many proven uses in the clinic. It can
reduce pain, help phobic patients face their
fears (virtually), and even rehabilitate the brain
after damage. The panoply of virtual treatments begs for a specialized pharmacy to
dispense them. Cedars-Sinai is taking a step
toward this reality by creating a patient-profile
questionnaire that can be mapped to tailored
XR and other therapies. Project leaders
envision a pharmacy/clinic combination in
which patients could receive treatment and
then take home a kit for continued therapy.
SOFTWARE THAT READS MINDS
Investigators are exploiting VR to study the
brain’s vast neural networks by treating it with
a process that renders it transparent. They can
then peer through large areas of tissue to see
the brain's complex wiring and collect
unprecedented volumes of data. At CedarsSinai, researchers plug the data into syGlass,
3-D software that builds a glowing digital brain
map. A VR headset and controllers offer a view
inside the colorful organ, which can be explored
in various directions and with great dexterity
using 3-D tracking. The goal? To understand
our most complex organ and hopefully uncover
the roots of disease.—CT, SSL, and SK
SUMMER 2018 | DISCOVERIES |
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PICTURE
N T
PERFECT
NEW RESEARCH WITH A FOCUS ON ESTROGEN MAY REVEAL
WHY HEART DISEASE IS ON THE RISE IN YOUNG WOMEN.

oung, athletic women who think
they can outrun heart disease
need to think again. While the
condition is declining in nearly
every other demographic, women
aged 35–44 are experiencing an alarming increase in heart-related illness.
Chrisandra Shufelt, MD, wants to know why.
“Events must be occurring in a woman’s body
in her 20s and 30s that impact her heart health
in midlife and beyond,” says Shufelt, associate
director of the Barbra Streisand Women’s Heart
Center at the Smidt Heart Institute and director
of its Women’s Hormone and Menopause Program.
Shufelt has a robust hypothesis as to what

Y

those events might be. She describes a population of women who unwittingly drive themselves
into a state of severely low estrogen through
over-exercising, undereating, stress, or a combination of all three.
That estrogen deficiency at a young age is
what may lead to heart damage over time: Estrogen is believed to have a positive effect on the
inner layer of artery walls, helping to keep blood
vessels flexible and increasing blood flow to the
heart. This is why risk factors for heart disease
increase after menopause when estrogen levels
decline.
With funding from the Louis B. Mayer Foundation, Shufelt previously conducted a pilot
study of 18 young women. She found that those

By SOPHIA KERCHER AND CANDACE PEARSON
Photography by JESSICA CHOU

Emily Swallow’s
highly active lifestyle
and stressful career
could put her at risk
for future heart
problems. She
decompresses by
surfing in Venice,
California.

who stopped menstruating due to low estrogen were beginning to
develop dysfunction in the lining of the heart’s blood vessels. Based
on that preliminary work, she was awarded a five-year grant by the
National Institutes of Health in 2017.
Shufelt’s study is looking at a common cause of low estrogen in
young women: functional hypothalamic amenorrhea, the absence
of three or more menstrual cycles in a row. For women with this
condition, the signal in the brain that controls their menstrual
cycle and tells the ovary to release an egg each month shuts down,
resulting in low estrogen levels.
This condition affects an estimated 1.6 million women aged
18–44 in the U.S. and some 17.4 million women worldwide.
“A missed period is a signal from the body, but unless these
women are trying to get pregnant, they don’t think much of it,”
Shufelt says. “I coined the term ‘the walking well’ to describe them
because they look very healthy and don’t consider themselves ill,
as they are young and active.”
Previous research has shown that extraordinarily active women,
such as college athletes, are susceptible to bone loss and fractures
due to low estrogen. Until now, however, little has been known
about low estrogen’s impact on younger, active women’s heart
health.
Shufelt is recruiting three groups of women for her study: those
with functional hypothalamic amenorrhea and no periods for at
least three months; those who have regular monthly menstrual

cycles; and those who have entered menopause within the past
three years. Women in the study range in age from their 20s to
their 50s.
Fit, driven women of childbearing age are rarely the target of
cardiac research. In an era when obesity is epidemic, heart disease
is considered a man’s problem, and the zeitgeist suggests that the
ideal woman should emulate Sheryl Sandberg at the office and
Wonder Woman at the gym, physicians often dismiss otherwise
healthy women with irregular menstrual cycles as having nothing
to worry about. But not Shufelt.
“We need to get to the bottom of why younger women are developing a potentially deadly condition at higher and higher rates,”
she says.

“THE WALKING WELL”

A

ctress Emily Swallow has done her time as a “walking
well” woman. Throughout her 30s, she was a red-eye
regular, flying from her current home in Los Angeles
to her former one in New York City for theatrical
work and to visit her fiancé. After her start playing
nameless television characters such as “Security Chief” and “Nurse,”
she found success on Broadway and in hit TV shows like Supernatural, How to Get Away with Murder, and The Mentalist.
Her professional schedule was relentless, and her menstrual

WOMEN’S HEARTS: FACTS & FALLACIES
Long the subject of prose and poetry, the human heart has
accumulated massive amounts of mythology. While this is fine
when discussing romantic metaphors, inaccuracies can become
dangerous when circulating about the actual organ on which our
survival depends. Here, C. Noel Bairey Merz, MD—director of the
Barbra Streisand Women’s Heart Center at the Smidt Heart
Institute, director of the Linda Joy Pollin Heart Health Program,
and the Irwin and Sheila Allen Chair in Women’s Heart Research—cuts through the figurative plaque to reveal facts and
fallacies surrounding women’s heart health.

“Women’s hearts beat faster, making them more prone to
palpitations,” Bairey Merz notes. “Often, women can have open
arteries with no blockage or plaque, but the smaller heart
arteries have abnormal function.”
This difference is particularly dangerous, as the abnormality—
called coronary microvascular dysfunction—fails to show up on
conventional tests.

Fallacy: Heart disease only affects older people.
Fact: “Death rates in women younger than 55 are going up,”
Bairey Merz says. “We see women in their early 20s with heart
disease.”

Fallacy: Risk factors are the same for men and women.
Fact: Actually, risk factors between the sexes differ as well.
Adverse pregnancy outcomes such as gestational diabetes,
preeclampsia, and preterm labor have an impact on a
woman’s long-term heart health. “Women with these
conditions should get regular checkups for cardiac risk
counseling,” Bairey Merz says.

Fallacy: Love stories aside, no difference exists between men’s
and women’s hearts.
Fact: Until recently, heart disease was considered a man’s
disease. Throughout the 1970s and ’80s, clinical trials either
excluded women or made little effort to enroll them. Too many
researchers believed the only difference between men and
women’s hearts was size. But the reality is that heart disease
develops differently in women. And, today, more women than
men in the United States die of heart disease each year.

Fallacy: The symptoms of heart disease are easy to spot.
Fact: “Don’t expect the ‘Hollywood heart attack,’ where you’re
clutching your chest in pain,” Bairey Merz says. “That’s more for
men. Some women can get chest pain, but it may not be the
first symptom.”
Instead, she urges women to take note of any unusual
symptom above the waist, “including chest discomfort,
indigestion, shortness of breath, arm or jaw discomfort, and
extreme fatigue.”
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Swallow orders up a
salad at Bareburger in
Santa Monica, one of
the restaurants she
coaches as part of
her volunteer work in
the Ocean Friendly
Restaurants Program
for the Surfrider
Foundation.

cycle was inconsistent, with many missed periods. Still, Swallow
had no reason to connect the phenomenon to the stress experienced
by many working actors.
“Everyone in my business feeds into crises,” she says. “In the
early years of my career, I embraced that. It’s easy to feel like, if the
work didn’t all get done yesterday, we are all going to die.”
Plus, acting offers the anguish of the intermittent reward. Landing work is unpredictable, but “when you get one of those great
jobs, it checks all the boxes for your emotional fulfillment,” Swallow
says. “I was counting on that source of satisfaction, and it was
definitely stressful because so much of my worth was wrapped up
in it.”
She sweated out her stress in high-intensity boot-camp fitness
classes and surfed the waves of the Pacific Ocean that surge just
beyond her Venice apartment. She also packed volunteer work into
her days, running the Ocean Friendly Restaurants program for the
beach-forward nonprofit Surfrider Foundation.
“I grew up near the beach in Florida, but then I saw this coastline,
and it’s an entirely different experience. I love it, and I want to
protect it,” Swallow says.
The program she manages helps restaurants produce less of the
waste that ends up in the ocean, like plastic straws, cups, and to-go
containers.

Given her busy schedule, Swallow didn’t mind an irregular menstrual cycle while in her late 20s. “I thought it was awesome that I
didn’t get a period,” she says. “It’s so much more convenient!”
Certainly, her diet gives no cause for worry, as she eats a wide
variety of healthy foods. Nor does she smoke or have high blood
pressure.
Still, as the missed periods mounted up, “I recognized it could
be a health concern,” she says.
Swallow visited numerous physicians, including multiple gynecologists and an endocrinologist. Some were baffled by her condition. Others seemed unconcerned.
“I would talk to my OB-GYN and he would just say, ‘I don’t know,
that’s weird,’” she recalls. “I got tired of going to doctors and answering the same questions over and over. Nobody knew what to do
about it.”
Swallow joined Shufelt’s clinical trial hoping to learn more about
her condition. When the two met, Swallow discovered she has
functional hypothalamic amenorrhea and that many other women
have it, too.
“That was the first time I’d ever talked to someone who seemed
to absorb the information I was giving her and respond to it with,
‘Yes, that happens,’” Swallow says.
(continued on page 46)
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After learning she
spent the first three
months of her life in
the Cedars-Sinai
NICU, Shannon
Sullivan decided to
pursue a career
helping infants.

B+

AB-

Lifelong Connection

AB+

By SUSAN L. WAMPLER

Be the giving type. Donate blood today.

Cameron Davidson

Schedule an appointment now at donatebloodcedars.org or call 310-423-5346.

Shannon Sullivan has wanted to work in medicine
since the age of 12, but the roots of that aspiration
took hold at birth. Sullivan spent the first three
months of her life in the Neonatal Intensive Care
Unit (NICU) in the Maxine Dunitz Children’s
Health Center at Cedars-Sinai. Born 13 weeks
preterm, she weighed less than 2 pounds and
required state-of-the-art, life-giving care.
“I want to save babies the way the doctors at
Cedars-Sinai saved me,” she remembers telling her
parents years later, after learning about the
complexities of her birth and the challenging
months that followed.

Now 26 and a student at Howard University
College of Medicine in Washington, D.C., Sullivan is
well on her way to achieving her dream. She already
has co-authored a major study in a prominent
neuroscience journal and earned a coveted
fellowship. Still, she keeps returning to Cedars-Sinai
to further hone her skills.
Ten years ago, she contacted Charles Simmons,
MD, professor and chair of the Cedars-Sinai
Department of Pediatrics, director of Neonatology,
and the Ruth and Harry Roman Chair in Neonatology in honor of Larry Baum. At his suggestion, she
(continued on page 45)

Dan Theodorescu, MD,
PhD, has been named
director of the Samuel
Oschin Comprehensive
Cancer Institute at
Cedars-Sinai and the
Phase One Foundation
Distinguished Chair. A
renowned urologist and
cancer investigator who
has made major
discoveries in cancer biology and therapeutics,
Theodorescu joins
Cedars-Sinai from the
University of Colorado
Comprehensive Cancer
Center, where he served
as director and as a
distinguished professor
for the past eight years. A
leading expert in bladder
cancer, he has been
elected to the National
Academy of Medicine
and the American
Society for Clinical
Investigation, and serves
on the National Cancer
Policy Forum of the
National Academies. He
brings a compelling
vision to Cedars-Sinai for
leading what he sees as
three revolutions shaping
modern cancer care:
using precision medicine
strategies to personalize
treatments, tapping “big
data” to solve difficult
research and treatment
questions, and
employing population
health ideas to improve
the lot of entire
populations while
reducing health
inequalities among
groups. The American
College of Surgeons’
Commission on Cancer
presented the Samuel
Oschin Comprehensive
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Michael Alexander,
MD, has been inducted
into the Society of
NeuroInterventional
Surgery’s first class of
society fellows,
recognizing his
contributions to the
treatment of brain
aneurysms and
innovations in intracranial
artery stenting. He is
director of the Neurovascular Center and
Endovascular Neurosurgery at Cedars-Sinai.
Richard Bergman, PhD,
received the Distinguished Leader in Insulin
Resistance Award from
the Metabolic Institute of
America for his
groundbreaking efforts to
predict, prevent, treat,
and ultimately cure
diabetes. Bergman is
director of the Sports
Spectacular Diabetes
and Obesity Wellness
and Research Center at
Cedars-Sinai as well as
the Alfred Jay Firestein
Chair in Diabetes
Research.
Beth Karlan, MD, has
been named a fellow of
the American Society of
Clinical Oncology. She is
director of the Women’s
Cancer Program at
Cedars-Sinai and the
Board of Governors Chair
in Gynecologic Oncology.
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Dechen Lin, PhD,
received a grant from the
Price Family Foundation
and the DeGregorio Family Foundation for Gastric
& Esophageal Cancer
Research and Education
to support his research
on esophageal
adenocarcinoma, the
most common
esophageal cancer in the
U.S. Lin is a research
scientist in the Division of
Hematology and
Oncology in the
Cedars-Sinai Department of Medicine.
Eduardo Marbán, MD,
PhD, received the 2017
Pioneer in Medicine
award at Cedars-Sinai’s
medical staff annual
meeting. The award
recognizes the clinical
and research contributions of a medical staff
member. Marbán is
founding director of the
Cedars-Sinai Heart
Institute and the Mark
Siegel Family Foundation
Distinguished Chair. The
Heart Institute received a
$50 million naming gift
from philanthropists Eric
and Susan Smidt and
the Smidt Foundation to
establish the Smidt
Heart Institute. The gift is
the largest in CedarsSinai’s 116-year history
and will enable the medical center to expand
research and treatment
of heart conditions by
pursuing the most
innovative science,
advancing clinical trials
and emerging treatments, and training the
next generation of heart
specialists.
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Shlomo Melmed, MD,
received the 2017
Hospital Physician
Leadership Award from
the Los Angeles County
Medical Association for
leading world-class
programs at CedarsSinai in heart disease,
cancer, regenerative
medicine, neurosciences,
surgical specialties,
gastroenterology,
transplantation,
women’s health, and
metabolic and
pulmonary disorders, as
well as founding the
Cedars-Sinai Graduate
Program. Melmed is
executive vice president
of Academic Affairs,
dean of the Cedars-Sinai
medical faculty, and the
Helene A. and Philip E.
Hixon Distinguished Chair
in Investigative Medicine.
Barry D. Pressman, MD,
was honored with the
American College of
Radiology (ACR) Gold
Medal. Pressman, chair
of the Department of
Imaging, is a former ACR
president and board
member. He also
received the Alumni
Council Career
Achievement Award of
the Geisel School of
Medicine at Dartmouth
College, his alma mater.
Basil Rapoport, MD,
endocrinologist and
co-director of the Thyroid
Autoimmunity Lab,
received this year’s
Lifetime Achievement
Award from CedarsSinai. Rapoport has
made significant
contributions to the field
of thyroid pathophysiol-

ogy throughout his
40-year career, including
harnessing the power of
molecular biology to
expand the diagnosis
and treatment of thyroid
disease.
Stephan R. Targan, MD,
director of the F. Widjaja
Foundation Inflammatory Bowel Disease and
Immunobiology
Research Institute at
Cedars-Sinai and the
Feintech Family Chair in
Inflammatory Bowel
Disease, has been
awarded the Sherman
Prize for groundbreaking
work in the understanding and treatment of
debilitating inflammatory
bowel disease. The prize
was established by the
Bruce and Cynthia
Sherman Charitable
Foundation to recognize
and reward outstanding
medical professionals,
educators, and
advocates who are
advancing research and
improving patient care in
the field of Crohn’s
syndrome and colitis.
Jennifer Van Eyk, PhD,
received the Molecular &
Cellular Proteomics
Lectureship Award from
the American Society for
Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology for her
leadership in proteomics.
Proteomics is a
biotechnology field
devoted to applying the
techniques of molecular
biology, biochemistry,
and genetics to analyzing
the structures and
functions of proteins. Van
Eyk is director of Basic
Science Research in the

Barbra Streisand
Women’s Heart Center at
the Smidt Heart Institute,
director of the Advanced
Clinical Biosystems
Research Institute, and
the Erika J. Glazer Chair in
Women’s Heart Health.
Ronald Victor, MD,
associate director of the
Smidt Heart Institute,
received the 2018 Prize
for Research in Scientific
Medicine (PRISM). The
annual PRISM award
recognizes a CedarsSinai faculty member
who has made a
significant discovery in
the past five years. Victor
received the honor for his
work on a pioneering
study on the management of hypertension in
African-American men,
who are disproportionately affected by the
treatable condition.
Daniel J. Wallace, MD,
received the 2017
Innovation Award for
Community Service from
the Los Angeles County
Medical Association for
his novel treatment of
patients diagnosed with
lupus and for founding
Lupus LA, a nonprofit
funding medical
research, rheumatology
fellowships, and support
services for lupus
patients. Wallace,
associate director of the
Cedars-Sinai Rheumatology Fellowship
Program, has been
practicing clinical
rheumatology for more
than 40 years.

told him how much I’d like to work with
him,” she says.
Simmons suggested she apply to the
then-new Cedars-Sinai Research
Internship Program, which enables
budding biomedical scientists to participate in hands-on research. Since its
launch in 2014, the program has paired
more than 600 interns with faculty
mentors. True to her calling, Sullivan
served as a pediatrics research intern from
October 2014 through July 2015.
She came back to Cedars-Sinai later in
2015 to intern in the laboratory of Ueli
Rutishauser, PhD, associate professor of
Neurosurgery and director of Human
Neurophysiology Research. Sullivan’s
efforts there included developing
computer programs to process the lab’s

data and co-authoring an impactful study
on short-term memory.
Sullivan returned to Rutishauser’s lab
last summer for another internship, this
time supported by a prestigious Howard
Hughes Medical Institute Summer
Medical Research Fellowship, which
supports her work in the team’s ongoing
investigations into short-term memory.
“Interns change the dynamics of a lab,”
Rutishauser observes. “They bring new
ideas, fresh eyes, and new points of view.”
Currently a second-year med student,
Sullivan hopes to continue her relationship with Cedars-Sinai after she becomes
a doctor. “Returning here as a physicianscientist is my long-term goal,” she says.
“Neonatology saved my life, and I need to
pay it forward.”

(continued from page 21)
Q: Do you approach young patients differently
than adults?
A: We’ve established a bridge clinic for adolescents

Meet

Q
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Transformational:
Maurice Garcia,
MD
By Cassie Tomlin

The director of the Cedars-Sinai
Transgender Surgery and Health
Program discusses building trust
with patients, leading a team of
specialists, and pushing cultural
change in medicine.

Urologist Maurice Garcia, MD, is unflinching in his pursuit of the finest
treatment for his patients: His top priority, as he develops Cedars-Sinai’s new
Transgender Surgery and Health Program, is availability of services. CedarsSinai’s program is one of only two based at an academic medical center in the
West. Garcia is appreciative of the California mandate that insurance providers
cannot deny transgender people transition-related surgery and other care.
Gender dysphoria—distress caused by a mismatch between gender identity and
sex at birth—must be reimbursed like any other condition.
Here, Garcia talks about the learning curve in transgender medicine, and how he
hopes to make it accessible to all those who seek it.
Q: What is a common misconception about transgender medicine?
A: Not all transgender patients seek gender reassignment surgery, and it’s not

right for every patient. But, for many people, there is a constant reminder that
they’re not in the right body—and we need to help them.
Q: Why would someone seek medical solutions for gender dysphoria?
A: Being transgender in many ways limits quality of life, in terms of finding jobs,
coping with and avoiding substance abuse, and developing relationships. How
can you date when you have a body that freaks you out? My research shows that
transitioning—whether by gender-affirming surgery or by hormone therapy or
social transition—enhances quality of life.

surgery is still largely inaccessible for many who
seek it. It is mostly done in private practice, and far
too expensive for most patients. Even to become
trained in transgender surgery presents boundaries—to complete my fellowship in transgender
surgery in 2013, I had to travel across continents
when I transferred from the University of California, San Francisco, to University College London in
the U.K.

MENTORING

Garcia trains residents from
UCLA, UC San Francisco, and
Cedars-Sinai with the idea
that all medical professionals should be educated on
how to work with
transgender patients.

and young adults who are transgender. We’re a
resource for youth, pre-transition, and that’s very
innovative. This bridge clinic helps guarantee
continuity of care.

He has active and pending
patents on surgical devices
and apps for transgender
patients, like one that can
shape a photographic image
of genitals into the best
dimensions for a
transitioning patient’s body.

L.A. NATIVE

Q: This discipline can seem very niche—how
does it fit into the rest of medicine?

Garcia grew up in Los
Angeles and is residing here
for the first time since he left
for college. He has two
children, ages 6 and 11, and
likes showing them around
his hometown with trips to
his favorite outdoor spots,
such as the Hollywood
Reservoir and Ventura
beaches.

As we demonstrate the medical benefit of transgender care and surgery, we can reduce stigma and
discrimination. And what should follow is that
more medical experts will make their services
available to people who really need them.
Q: How do other medical disciplines benefit
from your research?
A: One of the greatest values of this program is that
it advances our innovation and expertise, which

the quality of our program. We provide geriatric care because,
eventually, this population will need it. In a top-tier academic
environment like ours, where we have so much expertise, my job is
to coordinate involvement between specialties.

INNOVATION

A: One of the aims is to try to change the culture of
medicine in general. We want to convince surgeons
that you don’t have to be an expert in transgender
surgery to perform a related procedure. For
instance, we can remove a patient’s testicles in case
of cancer or trauma, but asking a urologist to
remove testicles as part of transgender transition is
difficult.

Q: What are the barriers to getting this kind of care?
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Director, Cedars-Sinai
Transgender Surgery and
Health Program

yesterday, but it has lived in the shadows for a long
time. For so long, there were no guidelines and no
data to prove that interventions worked. There
wasn’t even consensus about the condition being an
innate part of people—it was thought of as a vice or
a choice. That’s why I firmly believe transgender
care should fall in the domain of academic centers
like Cedars-Sinai, where we publish research, help
establish guidelines, and educate other medical
professionals. A transparent look at outcomes only
gets rigorously discussed in an academic domain.

A: People have loosened up and are more accepting of gender diversity, which
helps the social advancement of transgender people. But gender-affirming

20

MAURICE
GARCIA, MD

Q: Is transgender medicine a relatively new
field, or are we just finally talking about it
publicly?
A: Gender-affirming surgery wasn’t invented

Scott Witter

Cancer Institute with an
Outstanding Achievement Award, making it
one of only 32 accredited
cancer programs in the
U.S.—and one of two in
California—to earn this
distinction in 2017.

joined the Cedars-Sinai Teen Volunteer
Program. During her free time over the
next three summers, she volunteered in
nursing units and in the NICU’s administrative office. “The more I learned, the
more I wanted to spend time in the
NICU,” Sullivan says.
“I could see that Shannon was driven,
patient, and resilient,” Simmons says. “She
also was curious and creative.” Noting her
interest in helping preemies and her
aptitude for science, he suggested she
consider biomedical research as a
potential career path.
Heeding that advice, she earned a bachelor’s degree in biomedical engineering
from Columbia University. After graduation, Sullivan again turned to Simmons. “I

leads to research that can further all fields of
medicine. Our findings can contribute to better
alternatives for non-transgender patients. For
example, our work into vaginal replacement can
benefit non-transgender women who lose their
vaginas because of cancer or radiation. We’re
working on complete penis transplant, and we can
apply our surgical techniques to veterans who lose

their genitals during landmine blasts and men with
penile cancer. Cedars-Sinai is an ideal place for this
kind of knowledge sharing, because a center that
already has expertise in so many domains is
equipped to maximize the benefit. Experts in other
fields can take this and run with it or collaborate.

For adolescents and young adults, we involve their other physicians,
caregivers, and, ideally, parents along the way. For younger people,
we involve parents, pediatricians, endocrinologists, and social
workers in the decision-making and planning phases of surgery to
ensure that all the patient’s needs are being met.
(continued on page 45)
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Q: Right, and the Cedars-Sinai program includes all kinds of
specialties, from dermatology to vocal cord and speech
therapy. Why is this important?
A: Our program offers much more than genital surgery alone. Our

Q: What inspired you to specialize in gender-affirming
surgery?
A: I’m drawn to the interpersonal dimension of care. Medicine can

be a service or it can be a relationship—and, more often than not,
this surgery demands it be a relationship. It’s one based on mutual
trust: on their part that I have their best interest in mind, and on my
part that they will make the best decisions for themselves.
I love the continuity of care I get with patients; it’s a privilege
knowing people for a few years. My patients end up being incredibly
grateful, and that is very fulfilling to me. I value the text messages I
get every holiday from patients far and wide.

greatest asset is that we are comprised of many, equally important,
leading specialists representing all areas of medicine, who collaborate in work and research.
Few programs in the country are like ours—going so far beyond
social work, surgery, and hormone therapy. Everyone who strives to
provide a welcoming environment for our patients is equally vital to

VIDEO

Cedars-Sinai offers makeup lessons for our transgender patients. Watch a
video about the service at discoveriesmagazine.org
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(continued from page 41)
exercise as probable causes of Swallow’s low-estrogen state. Those
boot camps, cross-country flights, and career pressures had combined to exact a toll.

IN HER HEART
edars-Sinai investigators believe it is time to look
beyond the group that many physicians consider
“normal” heart disease sufferers: men.
“I think it speaks volumes that the NIH is sponsoring this study. It’s time to look outside the box of
traditional heart risk factors,” Shufelt says.
“We are 50 years behind in our knowledge about optimal screening, diagnoses, and treatment regimens for heart disease in women compared to knowledge about the disease in men,” says C. Noel
Bairey Merz, MD, director of the Barbra Streisand Women’s Heart
Center and the Linda Joy Pollin Heart Health Program, and the
Irwin and Sheila Allen Chair in Women’s Heart Research.
Bairey Merz is a longtime advocate for women’s heart health.
Her research has revealed that women’s heart disease looks dramatically different from men’s. In men, large arteries feeding the
heart become clogged by plaque that is easy to see on the coronary
angiograms used for standard screening. In women, smaller
branches tend to lose flexibility and then starve the heart of oxygen—a condition called coronary microvascular dysfunction.
Shufelt compares a woman’s arteries in this condition to the
roadways of Los Angeles.
“Imagine the 101 freeway, the 10 freeway, and the 405 are all
wide open,” she explains. “Traffic is flowing well. Microvascular
dysfunction is where you have bumper-to-bumper traffic on La
Cienega, Wilshire, Pico, Olympic—all of those smaller but important arteries. There aren’t any major accidents to clear out, but
every light is flashing red.”
Clear medical guidelines support estrogen supplementation in
women under the age of 50 who experience early menopause, and
older healthy women within 10 years of menopause who struggle
with symptoms like hot flashes.
“Estrogen plays an extremely important role in young women,
too, in keeping the blood vessels very elastic,” Shufelt says.
The good news is that functional hypothalamic amenorrhea is
reversible: If a woman cuts back on exercise, gets more calories,
or reduces stress, periods can reappear and so does the estrogen.
In the latest phase of Shufelt’s research, she is giving women with
the condition a transdermal hormone patch in an effort to determine whether this will reverse the early signs of heart disease.
Shufelt also will measure patients’ responses to the estrogen
patch, including blood vessel function, bone density, and immune
system response.
“Our pilot study showed that low-estrogen states in these young
women elevate inflammation markers, which play a role in both
immune function and heart disease,” Shufelt says.

C
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“Just like blood pressure
and heart rate are vital
signs, we need to treat the
menstrual cycle like a vital
sign. We should be asking,
‘Are your periods regular?’”
— Chrisandra Shufelt, MD

Unlike birth control pills, which use synthetic hormones, the
estrogen patch is bioidentical, “based on hormones that have the
same chemical formula that women’s bodies make,” she says.
She hopes this research will influence gynecologic practice as
well. At most visits to the gynecologist’s office, women are asked,
“When was your last period?” But that, Shufelt says, might not be
the right question.
“Just like blood pressure and heart rate are vital signs, we need
to treat the menstrual cycle like a vital sign,” Shufelt says. “We
should be asking not just when your last period was but also ‘Are
your periods regular?’ Menstrual cycles should happen every
month in a young woman and, when they don’t, physicians should
determine why.”

FINDING HER WAVE

S

wallow took her conversations with Shufelt to
heart, dropping the boot camps, picking up yoga
and strength training, and taking a new approach
to career stress.
“I have realized that it is more comfortable, in
some ways, for me to be constantly in motion and constantly doing,” she says. “Now I consciously make time for things that enrich
the non-work parts of my life. I’m not always waiting to see how
high the industry wants me to jump.”
Her menstrual cycles have normalized on their own as she tries
to hang on to a work-volunteer-exercise-life balance that tends to
be hard-won and fleeting for a woman in the prime of life. For
Swallow, the ocean is an ally.
“When I get in the water, I can tell how I’m dealing with life
based on how I feel about the waves,” she says. “I’ll notice I’m reacting with, ‘No, I don’t think that wave is good, that one looks
too big.’ I’ll realize I’m trepidatious. Then the physical act of paddling for the next wave and recognizing that, even if I get tossed
around, I’m OK. As cheesy as it sounds, it helps all of me.”

WITH YOUR HELP, WE’LL BE HERE
FOR THEIR GRANDCHILDREN, TOO.
For more than a century, people have turned to Cedars-Sinai
for world-class medical treatment and research. By including
Cedars-Sinai in your estate plan, you can help ensure this
legacy will be available for generations to come.
For more information, please go to giving.cedars-sinai.edu

Time Capsule

“I am grateful for the

Pacemakers:
An Evolution

1

2
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opportunity to pursue my dream: Go back to
school to complete a degree in psychology
and become a child psychologist.”

4

3

AT CEDARS -SINAI OUR MISSION IS STR AIGHTFORWARD:

8
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decades, the device has evolved into a
small, safe, versatile tool that restores
normal heart function using electricity.
And the beat goes on: Cedars-Sinai
investigators are developing a minimally
invasive gene-therapy approach that
would coax normal heart cells to signal
the heart to pump at a regular pace. This
“biological pacemaker” could one day

to improve the lives of our patients in our community and beyond
%001 / muideM / s
%001 / kraD / snoitce
through high-quality patient care and lifesaving research.

5

eliminate the need for electric pacemakers—which can malfunction and cause
infection—and keep the human engine
humming along with fewer tune-ups.
1. Mid- to late 1960s 2. Late 1960s/early
1970s 3. 1970s 4. Early 1960s 5. Late 1970s
6. Early 1980s 7. Current 8. Late 1970s
9. Current (implantable cardiac defibrillator)

Rachael Porter, featuring the collection of Howard Allen, MD

9

If the heart is the body’s motor, then it’s
fitting that the first wearable pacemaker
was born in a garage. Crafted in 1957 by
an engineering school dropout, the
first-generation model used circuitry
built for metronomes to help patients
who were suffering from slow or
irregular heartbeats. Implantable
pacemakers soon followed. Over the

They gave me another chance at life and the

— Joelle Earle, Grateful Patient & Donor

6
7

compassionate team at
Cedars-Sinai who saw
me through my second
heart transplant…

Please consider showing your gratitude for
Cedars-Sinai by MAKING A GIFT today.
giving.cedars-sinai.edu
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